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ABSTRACT 
 
This study aims to improve the efficiency of driven piles in intermediate geomaterials (IGMs) to increase 
the reliability of pile foundations for bridge structures. Test pile data collected from the seven state DOTs 
and total 223 pile load test data are evaluated to provide recommendations for driven piles in IGMs. A 
classification method to differentiate fine-grained soil from fine-grained IGMs (FG-IGMs) is established. 
Shales are classified depending on their weathering conditions, mechanical properties, and measured pile 
resistances. Newly static analysis (SA) methods for predicting unit shaft resistance (qs) and unit end 
bearing (qb) are proposed and validated for both FG-IGMs and shales. The statistical assessment 
concludes that the proposed SA methods provide more accurate predictions of qs and qb and yield higher 
LRFD resistance factors than those of the existing SA methods. A back-calculation procedure is adopted 
to yield recommended dynamic parameters for shale, which are incorporated into a proposed Wave 
Equation Analysis Program (WEAP) method. An economic study reveals that the proposed WEAP 
method yields the least excess steel weight, on average, during construction, which will alleviate 
construction challenges encountered in the current practice, such as higher construction cost and longer 
construction duration. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY   
 
The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Load and 
Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) Bridge Design Specifications (2020) provide various static analysis 
(SA) methods for the determination of geotechnical pile resistances in soils for driven piles. In the Rocky 
Mountain region and some states in the Appalachian region, pile foundations are often driven into 
intermediate geomaterials (IGM) to support civil infrastructures like bridges due to shallow bedrock 
stratigraphy. Thus, pile foundations of this region rely on the resistance contributed from the IGM layers. 
However, IGM is a transitional geomaterial between soil and rock, which is not well defined for the 
design and construction of driven piles. AASHTO (2020) suggests treating the IGM in the same manner 
as soil. However, Ng and Sullivan (2017) conducted a recent study on 15 steel H-piles driven on IGMs in 
Wyoming and concluded that SA methods developed for soil resulted in an inconsistent and conservative 
estimation of geotechnical resistances. Mokwa and Brooks (2008) also investigated the conventional 
methods of determining the axial capacity of driven piles in IGMs. They concluded that considerable 
variation existed between the predicted resistances and resistances determined using a pile driving 
analyzer (PDA) with a subsequent signal matching technique using the Case Pile Wave Analysis Program 
(CAPWAP). Thus, there is a critical need to improve the current design construction practices for driven 
piles in IGMs by establishing representative engineering properties of IGM, developing new SA and 
constriction control methods, and developing LRFD resistance factors for piles driven into IGM. In the 
absence of such techniques for IGM, reliable and economical design and construction of driven piles 
cannot be accomplished. 
 
This study aims to improve the efficiency of driven piles in IGM, which will increase the system 
reliability of civil infrastructures, especially bridge structures. The objectives of this proposed research 
are to develop advanced SA methods for pile resistance estimation in IGMs, validate and improve the 
accuracy of dynamic analysis methods, develop LRFD resistance factors for piles in IGMs, and 
recommend changes and improvements to current pile design and construction practices. The objectives 
of the study are achieved by completing these six key tasks: 1) pile data collection, 2) establishment of 
electronic database, 3) geotechnical and pile data assessment, 4) pile resistance prediction, 5) 
development of LRFD resistance factors, and 6) LRFD recommendations. 
 
A total of 393 test piles are collected from seven state DOTs: WYDOT, CDOT, KDOT, IADOT, ITD, 
MDT, and NDDOT. These pile load test data are evaluated to identify their usability and added to an 
electronic database developed in this study. A total of 223 test piles are usable. The breakdown of these 
usable piles by DOTs shows that 207 piles are driven in IGMs, and the most common IGM is shale and 
hard soil with high SPT N-values. In addition, a few test piles are driven into siltstone, granite, breccia, 
granodiorite, and quartzite. Fine-grained soil-based IGM (FG-IGM) is categorized into clay-IGM and silt-
IGM based on their grain size and plasticity. A classification boundary between fine-grained soil and FG-
IGM is established at undrained shear strength (su) of 2.7 ksf. SA methods for unit shaft resistance (qs) are 
recommended based on su while SA methods for unit end bearing (qb) are established using the 
combination of su, pile size, and pile penetration. The proposed SA methods are compared against the 
existing α-methods developed for soil and validated using 33 independent test pile data. The statistical 
indices conclude that the proposed SA methods provide a more accurate estimation of qs and qb than the 
α-method. Higher LRFD resistance factors and efficiency factors are determined for the proposed SA 
methods than those developed for fine-grained soils. An average 48% increase can be considered in the qs 
prediction of steel H-piles in FG-IGM at one day after the EOD. However, pile setup should be neglected 
in the qb prediction, and potential pile relaxation in qb should be accounted for during the design and 
construction of piles in FG-IGM. Shales are classified based on weathering conditions, mechanical 
properties, and measured pile resistances. Failure behaviors of soil- and rock-based shales are discussed. 
Prediction equations are developed based on shale properties. Properties of rock-based shales decrease 
with the increase in weathering. New SA methods are proposed to predict qs and qb of piles in shales and 



x 
 

are validated using an independent pile dataset. This study yields higher resistance and efficiency factors 
for the proposed SA methods developed for piles in shales than existing SA methods developed for piles 
in soils.  The qs in the soil-based shale exhibits pile setup while the qs in rock-based shales experience 
both setup and relaxation. The qb in both soil-based and highly weathered shales is likely to experience 
pile setup. However, the qb in the moderately and slightly weathered shales experience both setup and 
relaxation. 
 
The development of improved WEAP methods for steel H-piles driven in shale include LRFD 
recommendations. A back-calculation procedure is adopted to yield recommended dynamic parameters 
for shale, which are incorporated into two proposed WEAP methods. A range of damping factors from 
0.008 to 0.297 s/ft are recommended for two proposed WEAP methods, shale types, and weathering 
conditions. The accuracy and efficiency of the proposed methods and default WEAP method are validated 
and compared using 44 dynamic load test results and two static pile load test (SLT) data at the end of 
driving (EOD). Furthermore, 49 dynamic test results at the beginning of restrike (BOR) condition are also 
used for comparison. The LRFD resistance and efficiency factors are calibrated for the three WEAP 
methods for analyzing pile resistances in shale. An economic study reveals that the three WEAP methods, 
on average, overpredict the weight of steel pile per load demand ranging from -0.31 lb/kips to -0.54 
lb/kips. Among the three methods, the proposed WEAP method yields the least excess steel weight, on 
average, during construction, which will alleviate construction challenges encountered in the current 
practice, such as higher construction costs and longer duration.  
 
IGM is a transitional material that acts between soil and hard rock, and they are not well defined for the 
design and construction of driven piles. This study intends to establish the proper definition for IGMs so 
that IGMs will not be treated as soils during the driven pile design suggested by AASHTO (2020). The 
heterogeneity of IGMs is considered through the proposed classification criteria for FG-IGMs, which will 
help design engineers to differentiate different geomaterials in the design of driven piles.  The newly 
developed SA methods yield more accurate pile resistance estimation than the existing SA methods; the 
discrepancy between measured and estimated resistance based on the existing method will be minimized. 
Calibrated resistance factors are developed for the proposed SA methods and construction control 
methods to improve the reliability of pile design and construction. Finally, economic driven pile design 
and construction can be achieved, which will minimize additional costs, avoid construction delays, and 
avoid unnecessary conflicts between contractors and owners.   
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1. INTRODUCTION                                                                                                             
 

1.1  Background 

Due to a relatively shallow bedrock stratigraphy in the Rocky Mountain region and some states in the 
Appalachian region, pile foundations are often driven on and into rock to support structures like 
bridges. The pile foundation must rely on the resistance contributed from the rock-bearing layer to 
attain the increasing demand in capacity from structures and to satisfy the load and resistance factor 
design (LRFD) strength limit state. However, this rock-bearing layer usually has high natural 
variability, and the associated engineering characteristics may not be fully characterized. Furthermore, 
intermediate GeoMaterial (IGM), also known as soft rock, is a transitional geomaterial between soil 
and hard rock, which is not well defined for the design and construction of driven piles. This 
variability creates challenges in identifying, sampling, and quantifying of IGM materials (Long and 
Horsfall 2017). In fact, the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials 
(AASHTO) (2020) acknowledges that there are currently no acceptable approaches to differentiate 
soft from hard rocks for the design of driven piles. Local experience with driving piles on soft rocks 
shall be applied to define their quality. However, limited test results are available to describe the 
characteristics and engineering properties of IGM (Adhikari et al. 2020c).  
 
Reliable static analysis methods have not yet been developed to estimate the pile resistance in IGMs. 
AASHTO (2020) suggests that piles driven on soft rock shall be treated in the same manner as soil. 
However, a past research study based on 15 steel H-piles driven in IGMs in Wyoming concluded that 
static analysis methods originally developed for soil provided inconsistent and conservative 
geotechnical resistance estimations (Ng and Sullivan 2017a). The pile load tests conducted by Long 
(2016) found large differences between estimated and measured pile resistances. The limitation on the 
estimation of pile resistances creates challenges during the pile design stage. 
The resistances of piles driven in IGMs are currently determined using dynamic analysis or static load 
tests during construction. AASHTO (2020) recommends that piles be driven based on locally 
developed criteria to prevent pile damage. The Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WisDOT) 
revealed that steel H-piles have been found to either run longer than the design length or be damaged 
during driving when a higher pile driving criterion is established (Long and Horsfall 2017). WisDOT 
acknowledged that there are still unknowns with both the design and construction of steel H-piles in 
IGMs. In Wyoming, pile driving will be terminated when a target nominal pile resistance is achieved 
at the planned depth as determined from the wave equation analysis method (WEAP) on all production 
piles. The Pile Driving Analyzer (PDA), with subsequent signal matching analysis using the Case Pile 
Wave Analysis Program (CAPWAP), is used as a construction control method on about only 2% of 
the production piles. PDA/CAPWAP tests are recommended in bridge projects experiencing relatively 
high load demand and soft rock bearing. For bridge projects with piles driven in IGMs in Wyoming 
from 2012 and 2015, the performance of some production piles is considered unacceptable in 
accordance with the LRFD strength limit state recommended by AASHTO (Ng and Sullivan 2017b).  
 
These limitations exaggerate the uncertainty of the subsurface condition, the discrepancy between 
estimated and measured pile resistances, and the difficulty in establishing criteria to differentiate IGM 
from hard rocks. These factors reduce the accuracy of pile resistance estimation, result in lower LRFD 
resistance factors, and eventually increase the construction cost. 
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1.2  Objectives  

This research project is proposed to accomplish the following objectives:  
1) Develop advanced static analysis methods for pile resistance estimation in IGMs 
2) Validate and improve the accuracy of dynamic analysis methods  
3) Develop LRFD resistance factors for piles in IGMs 
4) Recommend changes and improvements to current pile design and construction practices 

 
1.3  Tasks 

The research program is established based on the aforementioned research objectives. The research 
objectives are achieved by the following major tasks.   
 
1.3.1 Task 1–Pile Data Collection 

High quality and usable data containing subsurface, pile, hammer, installation, and load test 
information are identified and collected from seven DOTs: WYDOT, CDOT, KDOT, IADOT, ITD, 
MDT, and NDDOT. These pile load test data are evaluated to identify usability, added to an electronic 
database developed in Task 2, and included for subsequent analyses described in Tasks 3 through 6.  
 
1.3.2  Task 2–Electronic Database 

All usable pile data are compiled and stored in an electronic database similarly developed for WYDOT 
using Microsoft Office AccessTM. This electronic database enables the delivery of an organized storage 
facility with a user-friendly interface. This database has the capability of performing efficient filtering, 
sorting, and querying procedures on the amassed pile dataset. This electronic database allows for the 
efficient performance of reference and analysis procedures on the comprehensive dataset. 
 
1.3.3 Task 3–Geotechnical and Pile Data Assessment 

Using the pile data collected in Task 1, subsurface profiles are constructed, pile embedded length and 
penetration into the IGM are determined, soil and IGM characteristics are identified, and pile, driving, 
hammer, restrike and load test information are interpreted. Technical reports are reviewed to determine 
properties of the overburden soils and underlying IGM as well as pile information necessary for pile 
resistance estimation in Task 4.   
 
1.3.4 Task 4–Pile Resistance Prediction  

Shaft resistance, end bearing, and total resistance of driven piles are predicted using static analysis 
methods and dynamic analysis methods. Advanced static analysis methods are developed to improve 
resistance prediction of piles driven in IGMs during the design stage. Using the measured pile 
resistances obtained from static load tests or CAPWAP, regression analysis is performed to develop 
static analysis methods for pile resistance prediction. The new static analysis methods are validated 
using independent pile data obtained from the seven DOTs and literature. Pile resistances are 
estimated using WEAP at the EOD and BOR events. Estimated resistances from a bearing graph 
analysis are compared with resistances determined from load tests. Procedures to improve pile 
resistance estimations using WEAP are established. 
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1.3.5 Task 5–Development of LRFD Resistance Factors 

The predicted pile resistance from proposed static analysis methods and WEAP in Task 4 are 
compared with the measured pile resistance from the load test methods. Resistance bias is determined 
by comparing the predicted pile resistance to the observed pile resistance. LRFD resistance factors are 
determined using the probability-based reliability methods: the first-order reliability method (FORM), 
first-order second moment (FOSM) method, and Monte Carlo simulation. The reliability methods will 
ensure that the regionally calibrated resistance factors satisfy the LRFD framework as required by 
AASHTO (2020). The LRFD resistance factors are developed based on the assumptions made in the 
reliability methods such as those recommended numerical values for probabilistic characteristics of 
loads (Paikowsky et al. 2004; Allen 2005). Reliability indices of 2.33 and 3.00 for a redundant pile 
group (i.e., a group of five or more piles) and a non-redundant pile group are used in the calibration. 
Finally, a set of resistance factors for both design and construction control methods are recommended. 
 
1.3.6 Task 6–LRFD Recommendations 

Upon completion of Tasks 1 through 5, LRFD recommendations are established to facilitate the design 
and construction of driven piles in IGMs. The LRFD recommendations in terms of the following 
deliverables are summarized as follows: 

1) An electronic database of pile data 
2) A catalog of representative IGM properties for pile designs 
3) A catalog of unit shaft resistance and end bearing to facilitate pile designs 
4) An improved classification of geomaterials for piles driven in IGMs 
5) Recommendation of calibrated static analysis methods for the improved estimation of shaft 

resistance and end bearing of piles driven in different IGMs 
6) Recommendation for improving pile resistance estimation by WEAP 
7) A set of recommended LRFD resistance factors for design and construction control methods 
8) Recommended best design and construction practices for piles driven in IGMs 

 
1.4 Report Focus and Organization 

This report focuses on developing LRFD recommendations for driven piles in IGMs. This report is 
designed to enable designers and engineers to use the LRFD recommendations in the design and 
construction of driven piles in IGMs. Chapter 1 presents the background, objectives, and tasks of this 
research. A description of the electronic dataset is presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 focuses on piles 
driven in fine-grained soil-based IGMs. Chapter 4 describes the analysis, results, and 
recommendations for piles driven in rock-based shale. Chapter 5 presents the improved WEAP 
methods. Chapter 6 presents the development of LRFD resistance factors. Finally, summary, 
recommendations, and conclusions are presented in Chapter 7, which is followed by the Reference 
section. 
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2. PILE DATA COLLECTION AND ELECTRONIC DATABASE  
 
2.1  Introduction 

Pile data are collected for developing foundation design. The accuracy and cost-effectiveness of a 
design are dependent on sample size and data reliability. However, data collection for geotechnical 
and structural analyses can be expensive and time-consuming (Machairas et al. 2018). Another 
challenge is to have the collected data in available databases in an organized and easily accessible 
format to be used as an information source for design, research, and development. Other desirable 
features of an electronic database include high quality and complete data, system flexibility, user-
friendly interface, maintenance, and online accessibility (Abu-Hejleh et al. 2015). There have been 
attempts to organize pile load test data using electronic database systems. An example is the WyoPile 
briefly discussed below. 

2.1.1  WyoPile 

A database, namely WyoPile (Ng et al. 2019), is developed using the dynamic load tests of 45 test 
piles provided by the Wyoming Department of Transportation (WYDOT) from 17 bridge projects and 
one building project. This database collected information on site location, subsurface conditions, pile 
type and location, hammer information, pile driving information, and pile resistance from a dynamic 
load test. The database is created as a part of a research study to develop static analysis methods for 
piles driven in intermediate geomaterials (IGMs), and regional-specific LRFD resistance factor 
calibration.  

2.1.2  Historical Pile Load Test Data  

Like the WyoPile database developed for dynamic load test of driven H-piles from Wyoming, a 
comprehensive database is developed in this study for other transportation agencies: Colorado 
Department of Transportation (CDOT), Montana Department of Transportation (MDT), North Dakota 
Department of Transportation (NDDOT), Idaho Transportation Department (ITD), Iowa Department 
of Transportation (IADOT), and Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT). Additional test piles 
from WYDOT are added to the WyoPile database. Information on the driven test piles from the 
corresponding states are also collected. In general, the collected information consists of hard copy 
reports as PDFs as well as digital reports as EXCEL spreadsheets. The complete information for a pile 
load test usually includes the project plan, pile information and driving records, hammer information, 
load test results (end of initial driving [EOD] and beginning of restrike [BOR]), and subsurface 
information (geotechnical reports or boring logs). Test piles with complete information are considered 
usable, whereas those with incomplete information are rendered as non-usable. The pile penetration 
depths in the load test reports are matched with the subsurface information using the pile bottom 
elevation and cutoff elevation from the design plan of the construction project.  

A total of 393 test piles are collected from the seven state DOTs. A total of 223 test piles are usable. 
The breakdown of these usable piles by DOT is shown in Figure 2.2. Of the 223 usable test piles, 207 
are drilled in IGMs and the breakdown is shown in Figure 2.3. The most common IGM is shale. In 
addition, a few test piles are driven into granite, breccia, granodiorite, and quartzite. 
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Figure 2.1  Breakdown of the 223 usable test piles collected from the seven states 

 

 

Figure 2.2  Breakdown of the 223 usable test piles collected according to pile type 
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Figure 2.3  Breakdown of the 207 usable test piles collected according to known IGMs 

2.2  Database Overview 

Microsoft Access provides a user-friendly and easy-to-use tool for creating the database. The access 
database and the user manual are described in this chapter using the database created for the MDT, 
which is known as MontanaPile. The organization and the use of the database are propagated similarly 
across the database created for other state transportation agencies. The database consists of four major 
sections to describe the test pile records: pile test records, average subsurface profile, nominal unit 
shaft resistance, and nominal unit end bearing. Figure 2.4 shows a partial screenshot of the 
MontanaPile to represent the layout of the “Pile Load Test Records.” The Pile Load Test Records 
consist of the general information regarding the driven test piles, such as pile ID, project number, 
state, county, project name or bridge/structure, pile location, LRFD factored design load, pile type, 
date of driving, pile elevations, and driving information such as hammer type, stroke height, blow 
count, CAPWAP measured capacity at each EOD, and subsequent restrikes. The test pile reports and 
subsurface information reports are attached to this section for detailed inspection. 

 

Figure 2.4  Partial screenshot of MontanaPile showing the “Pile Load Test Records” table 
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The next major section of the database consists of the average subsurface profile. Figure 2.5 shows a 
partial screenshot of the MontanaPile showing the “Average Subsurface Profile” table. In this section, 
the subsurface profile obtained from the respective boring logs are shown as individual layers. The 
section includes layer number, pile ID (record ID), geomaterial type, descriptions provided in the 
boring logs or geotechnical reports, the thickness of the individual geomaterial layers, and relevant 
geomaterial properties such as SPT N-value, qu, su, cohesion, friction angle, and RQD for rock 
geomaterial. These subsurface layers are extracted from the nearest boring logs by matching the pile 
top and toe elevations from the driving information provided in the dynamic load test reports. The 
dynamic load test results are used to match the pile resistances measured to the individual geomaterial 
layers to determine the unit shaft resistance and unit end bearing of those layers. The measured 
CAPWAP resistances are then updated on the database in the “Nominal Unit Shaft Resistance” and 
“Nominal Unit End Bearing” sections of the database represented by the partial screenshots of 
MontanaPile in Figures 2.6 and 2.7, respectively. 

 

Figure 2.5  Partial screenshot of the MontanaPile showing the “Average Subsurface Profile” table 

 

Figure 2.6  Partial screenshot of the MontanaPile showing the “Nominal Unit Shaft Resistance” table 
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Figure 2.7  Partial screenshot of the MontanaPile showing the “Nominal Unit End Bearing” table 

2.3  User Manual for the Electronic Database 

The user manual provides detailed step-by-step information on how to access and use the electronic 
databases for each of the seven states, namely WyoPile for WYDOT, IowaPile for IADOT, IdahoPile 
for IDT, NorthDakotaPile for NDDOT, ColoradoPile for CDOT, and KanasPile for KDOT. Microsoft 
Access must be installed on a computer to use one of these databases. The database can be accessed by 
opening the database files from any location on the computer, such as the desktop, hard drive, USB 
flash drives, or network drive. As an example, the database files are shown in the partial screenshot in 
Figure 2.8. The database is designed such that the home screen of the database always shows the “Pile 
Load Test List” form and navigation pane window, which act as the access point of all other tables and 
forms. Figure 2.9 shows the home screen for the database along with different tables, forms, and 
queries attached to the database. Each table, form, or query can be accessed individually by double 
clicking the respective “object” in the navigation pane. All the general information is stored and can be 
accessed from the “Pile Load Test List” form. Additional information is stored in specific tables and 
forms. To view the detailed information of the individual test pile, “ID” can be clicked to open the 
“Pile Load Test Records” form. The “Pile Load Test Records” form for “ID 1” is shown in Figure 
2.10. All the information such as “Subsurface Profile,” “Nominal Shaft Resistance,” “Nominal Unit 
End bearing,” “Driving Information,” “Dynamic Test Analysis Result,” and” Static Load Test Result” 
can be accessed as individual tabs as shown in Figure 2.11. 
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Figure 2.8  Partial screenshot of the desktop showing all database files stored on the hard drive of the 

computer 

 
Figure 2.9  Partial screenshot of MontanaPile representing the home screen and navigation pane 
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Figure 2.10  Partial screenshot of MontanaPile representing the “Pile Load Test Records” form 

for ID 1 

The main form also includes a “New Pile Load Test” tab, shown in Figure 2.9, that can be clicked to 
access an input form for future pile load tests. All information input on that form automatically 
spreads over the tables and forms across the database. A sample of this form is presented as a partial 
screenshot in Figure 2.10. There is an option to print the pile test record using a “Print” tab in each 
“Pile Load Test Record” form as shown in Figure 2.11. It is recommended to print the data in a 
landscape paper layout. Also, disclaimers for all the databases are present in the “Disclaimer” tab at 
the right-hand top of the “Pile Load Test List” form, which is shown in Figure 2.9.  
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Figure 2.11  Partial screenshot of MontanaPile representing the “Pile Load Test Records” form for 

future pile load test input 

The “Pile Load Test Records” form asks for information on the test pile. Some of the fields to be filled 
out for a new test pile record are listed and explained below. 

• All Record Data Entered: This field allows an input of “Yes” or “No” corresponding to 
whether all the information has been entered or not. If all the fields in the form are completed, 
then the tick mark will appear automatically. 

• ID: This is a unique number assigned automatically to the test pile record by Microsoft Office 
Access within each database. The “ID” could be the same for different test pile records in 
separate databases. This field does not need to be entered in the “Pile Load Test Record” form 
as inputting other fields will automatically assign a value. 

• Project No.: This field identifies the project number assigned by the respective DOT. 
• County: This field identifies the county where the project is located. This field can be filled 

using a drop-down menu consisting of all the counties in the respective state. The respective 
counties are assigned in a table titled “State Counties.” For example, the Montana counties are 
shown in the partial screenshot in Figure 2.12. 
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Figure 2.12  Partial screenshot of MontanaPile representing the “Montana Counties” table 

• State: This field asks to enter the state where the project is implemented using a drop-down 
menu. 

• Bridge/Structure: This field allows manual input of the name assigned to the bridge or any 
other structure.  

• Pile Location: This field allows input of the pile location. The pile location is the 
identification of the test pile using the pile number in the bent/abutment/pier of the bridge, 
such as Bent 1, Pile 4. 

• Pile Size: This field utilizes a drop-down menu for the selection of the test pile size. Most of 
the test piles types and sizes are already stored in a table titled “Pile Types” in each database. 
If the user wants to add pile type and size, then the table “Pile Types” can be accessed by 
double clicking the title in the navigation pane and manually inputting the information on the 
table. A partial screenshot of the table is shown in Figure 2.13 
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Figure 2.13  Partial screenshot of MontanaPile representing the “Pile Type” table 

• Date Driven: The date when the pile is driven on the site. 
• LRFD Pile Load (kips): This database field specifies the factored LRFD load needed to be 

supported by an individual pile. This load is the sum of all design loads for which any given 
pile in the structure is anticipated to support based on the superstructure loading evaluation. 

• ASD Load (kips): This database field specifies the allowable stress design (ASD) load 
needed to be supported by an individual pile if the ASD criteria are implemented during the 
design process.  

• Type of Hammer Used: This database field contains information about the type of hammer 
used for driving the test pile, such as MVE M-19, Delmag D36, and Delmag D16-32. 

• Pile Embedment at EOD (ft): This field identifies the pile embedment at the end of driving 
(EOD). 

• Elevation at the Top of the Test Pile (ft): The elevation of the top of the driven test pile to 
the mean sea level datum. 

• Record Comments: Any additional comments on the pile test record can be entered in this 
field. 

• Attachments: Six attachment fields are used to attach relevant reports and files. The 
attachment is created as a hyperlink that is stored in these fields. 

• Subsurface Profile Tab:  The information from the boring logs matched with the test pile 
records can be entered in this tab. 

• Layer: This database field stores the number of layers from the top of the test pile. 
• Geomaterial: This database field identifies the geomaterial type described by the boring logs. 
• Description: This database field stores additional descriptions of the geomaterial, including 

its composition, state, and coloring. 
• AASHTO Classification: This field can be used to input the AASHTO classification of the 

geomaterial if provided in the geotechnical reports. 
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• Thickness (ft): A layer thickness can be identified based on different geomaterials or varying 
geomaterial properties of similar geomaterials. 

• SPT N: Standard penetration test (SPT) value for the respective geomaterial in blows/ft. 
• (N1)60: Corrected SPT N-value for hammer efficiency, rod length, borehole diameter, and 

effective overburden pressure. 
• Unit Weight (pcf): The unit weight of the geomaterial from field tests or predictions 

(correlation from another geomaterial property). 
• qu (ksf): The unconfined compressive strength of the geomaterial from lab tests. 
• su (ksf): Undrained shear strength of the geomaterial from the lab tests or predictions.  
• Friction Angle: The friction angle of the coarse-grained geomaterials from lab tests or 

predictions. 
• RQD (%): The rock quality designation value of the rock-based geomaterials from the boring 

logs and geotechnical reports. 
• Ground Surface Elevation (ft): The elevation of the ground at the location of the driven pile 

to mean sea level obtained from the boring logs. 
• Water Table Elevation (ft): The elevation of the groundwater level at the location of the 

driven pile to mean sea level obtained from the boring logs recorded during boring. 
• CAPWAP (ksf): CAPWAP measured unit shaft resistance or unit end bearing for the 

respective geomaterial layer. 
• Usable-Dynamic Test?: Database field with an input of “Yes” or “No” corresponding to 

whether dynamic test results are available or not. This database field receives a checkmark 
when the pile driving analyzer (PDA) device is used to monitor the installation of the test pile, 
which must be instrumented with accelerometers and strain transducers near the pile head, and 
assess bearing capacity at either the EOID or BOR conditions; otherwise, this database field is 
left unchecked. 

• Driven Pile Length (ft): The total length of the driven pile in feet. 
• Pile Cross-Sectional Area (in2): The cross-sectional area of the pile from the specifications. 
• Pile Weight Per Linear ft (p/f): Weight of the pile per unit length from the specifications. 
• Hammer Stroke (ft): Maximum stroke height of the hammer is entered in this field. This 

value can be found in the specification of the hammer provided by the manufacturer. 
• Transferred Hammer Energy (ft-kip): This database field is used to enter the maximum 

transferred hammer energy specified by the manufacturer. 
• Dynamic Test and Analysis Results: This is located on the fifth tab of the “Pile Load Test 

Record Form” and holds information such as blow counts per foot, and pile capacity from 
WEAP, PDA, and CAPWAP for EOD as well as restrikes as shown in Figure 2.14.  
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Figure 2.14  Partial screenshot of MontanaPile representing the “Dynamic Test and Analysis Results” 
tab in a new “Pile Load Test Records” form 

• Transferred Hammer Energy (ft-kip): This database field is used to enter the maximum 
transferred hammer energy specified by the manufacturer. 

• Dynamic Test and Analysis Results: This is located on the fifth tab of the “Pile Load Test 
Record Form” and holds information, such as blow counts per foot, and pile capacity from 
WEAP, PDA, and CAPWAP for EOD as well as restrikes as shown in Figure 2.14. 

• Blows/ft: This database field is used to input the hammer blow count at EOD or BOR. 
• WEAP Capacity (kips): The pile capacity, in kips, as predicted by the Wave Equation 

Analysis Program (WEAP), is input in this field. 
• PDA Capacity (kips): The pile capacity, in kips, as predicted by pile driving analyzer (PDA) 

at EOD, or BOR is placed in this field. 
• CAPWAP Capacity (kips): The total pile capacity, in kips, as predicted by the CAPWAP at 

EOR or BOR, is used as the input in this database field. 
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• CAPWAP Shaft Resistance (kips): The shaft resistance of the driven pile, in kips, as 
predicted by the CAPWAP at EOD or BOR, is used as the input in this database field. 

• CAPWAP End Bearing (kips): The end bearing capacity of the driven pile, in kips, as 
predicted by the CAPWAP, is used as the input in this database field. 

• Static Load Test Results: This is located on the sixth tab of the “Pile Load Test Records” 
form, as shown in Figure 2.16, and contains information on static load testing such as the load, 
displacement, and Davison pile capacity. 

 
Figure 2.15  Partial screenshot of MontanaPile representing the “Static Load Test Results” tab in a 

new “Pile Load Test Records” form 

• Load (Tons): This database field is used to input the load applied on the test pile during 
testing. 

• Gauge Reading (in): This database field is used to enter the displacement recorded at the 
corresponding load (tons). 
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• Davisson Pile Capacity (kip): This database field is used to enter the pile capacity obtained 
from the static load test using the Davisson criterion. 

In addition to the tables described previously, a built-in filter is set on the “Usable Test Piles” table 
that filters all the usable test pile records and provides a summary similar to the “Pile load Test 
Records” table. A partial screenshot of the “Usable Test Piles” is shown in Figure 2.16.  This table 
facilitates easy access to the usable test piles without filtering the contents on the main “Pile Load Test 
Records” table or the “Pile Load Tests List” form. 

 

Figure 2.16  Partial screenshot of MontanaPile representing the “Usable Test Piles” table 
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3. DRIVEN PILES IN FINE-GRAINED SOIL-BASED 
INTERMEDIATE GEOMATERIALS 

 
3.1  Introduction 

Driven piles are widely used for bridge foundations in the United States due to their availability, 
constructability, and economic benefits. Design and construction challenges are often encountered 
when piles are driven into intermediate geomaterial (IGM), which is a transitional material between 
soil and hard rock. IGMs have been defined as cohesive materials, such as clay shales or mudstones, 
with undrained shear strength (su) varying from 5 ksf to 50 ksf or non-cohesive materials with 
corrected standard penetration test (SPT) N-values falling between 50 and 100 blows per feet (Martin 
and Stacey 2018; O’Neill and Reese 1999). Most literature defines IGM based on unconfined 
compressive strength (qu) (Clarke and Smith 1992; Akai 1997; Marinos 1997; De Freitas 1993). 
Definitions of IGM vary as they are developed for different applications, such as drilled shafts and 
tunneling (Santi et al. 1997), and most transportation agencies do not have criteria to define IGM for 
driven pile foundations. A study of driven piles in IGM has been recently completed to differentiate 
IGM based on corrected SPT N-value (N1)60, rock mass rating (RMR), and qu (Adhikari et al. 2020c). 
The authors categorized the IGM into soil-based IGM and rock-based IGM. They recommended that if 
a soil-based geomaterial has (N1)60 greater than 50, it should be classified as a soil-based IGM. 
However, this recommendation is established from data limited to one state involving steel H-piles 
and coarse-grained geomaterials. Hence, classification criteria should be expanded to include fine-
grained soil-based geomaterials and further reduce the uncertainty associated with the prediction of 
driven pile resistances. With relatively high geological variability of IGM and different IGM 
definitions, higher uncertainties in deep foundation designs are expected, which could lead to many 
construction challenges (Mokwa and Brooks 2008). 
  
Static analysis (SA) methods have been well developed for the prediction of driven pile resistances in 
soil. The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Load and 
Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) Bridge Design Specifications (2020) recommended treating IGM in 
the same manner as soil for driven pile design. However, these existing SA methods cannot achieve 
the same target reliability for the prediction of pile resistances in IGM (Ng et al. 2015; Ng and 
Sullivan 2017a; Ng and Sullivan 2017b). Using 35 load test data of steel H-piles driven into IGM in 
Wyoming, a lower value for the resistance factor (φ) of 0.09 is calibrated for the α-method in IGM 
(Tomlinson 1980) compared with the AASHTO recommended value of 0.35 for soil to ensure the 
same target reliability index of 2.33 (Adhikari et al. 2020b). The economic study conducted by the 
authors revealed that the existing α-method overpredicted the pile resistances in IGM, and a direct cost 
overrun is predicted with an additional 0.085 kg of steel, on average, per kN of applied load (Adhikari 
et al. 2020a). A different study was conducted by Long (2016) in Wisconsin to predict the resistances 
of only steel H-piles in fine-grained IGMs described as clay and silt based on an equivalent hammer 
blow count (NMSPT) obtained from a modified standard penetration test (MSPT) that was originally 
developed for drilled shafts in shale and weak rocks (Stark et al. 2017). The authors recommended 
predicting unit shaft resistance (qs) as 0.021 NMSPT for a narrow range of qs less than 2 ksf and unit end 
bearing (qb) as 0.935 NMSPT and for smaller qb less than 200 ksf. These prediction equations are neither 
evaluated nor validated using independent testing pile dataset, and hence, LRFD recommendations are 
not developed. Furthermore, most studies are conducted on piles driven in rock-based IGMs (Mokwa 
and Brooks 2008; Ng and Sullivan 2017a; Adhikari et al. 2018; Adhikari et al. 2020a; Adhikari et al. 
2020b), and limited research has been conducted to specifically develop LRFD recommendations for 
piles in fine-grained soil-based IGMs (FG-IGM).  
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Piles driven in fine-grained soils have exhibited an increase in pile resistance after the end of driving 
(EOD) as a function of time known as pile setup (Ng et al. 2013a; Haque et al. 2017). The extensive 
study by Ng et al. (2013b) concluded that the amount of pile setup decreases in a denser fine-grained 
soil with a high SPT N-value, and the rate of pile setup decreases in the fine-grained soil with higher 
su. Past studies found that pile setup mostly occurred in the shaft resistance, but minimally in the end 
bearing (e.g., Ng and Sritharan 2016). However, similar studies have not been conducted to investigate 
the change in pile resistances in FG-IGM. It is not known if pile setup will occur in FG-IGM that have 
higher N-value and su, whether qs and qb will exhibit different pile setups, and how pile setup is 
affected by the su of FG-IGM. 
  
To alleviate current limitations and to improve the understanding of pile responses in FG-IGM, 51 
historical pile load test data from 25 bridge projects completed in four states are used to 1) develop a 
method to classify FG-IGM, 2) propose new SA methods to predict qs and qb of piles in FG-IGM, and 
3) investigate the change in pile resistances after the EOD. The proposed SA methods are validated 
using 33 independent test piles from three different states. Changes in qs and qb from dynamic load 
tests at the EOD and beginning of restrikes (BOR) are determined and compared as a function of time 
and su of IGM. The SI version of this chapter can be found in the article published by Masud et al. 
(2022).  
 
3.2  Overview of Pile Load Test Data  

A total of 51 driven piles from 25 bridge projects in four states, Idaho, Montana, North Dakota, and 
Wyoming, are compiled and analyzed. Table 3.1 summarizes the 51 test pile data that include pile type 
and size, general subsurface profile, total pile penetration (DB), driving hammer, type of FG-IGM, su 
of FG-IGM, qs and qb determined from the Pile Driving Analyzer (PDA) with subsequent signal 
matching using the Case Pile Wave Analysis Program (CAPWAP), and pile hammer blow count taken 
at the EOD. Among the 51 test piles, 22 test piles are steel H-piles and 29 are steel pipe piles (5 close-
ended and 24 open-ended). Among 22 steel H piles, 19 test piles are in soil-based geomaterials and 
three test piles are in both soil and rock-based geomaterials. Among the 29 steel pipe piles, five test 
piles are in soil-based geomaterials and 24 test piles are in both soil and rock-based geomaterials. For 
the evaluation of qb, only 14 test piles with pile tip embedding in the FG-IGM are included in the 
analysis. The classification for FG-IGM and the development of SA methods are conducted using the 
unit resistances determined from CAPWAP at the EOD as static load tests (SLT) are not conducted. 
Past studies have shown that CAPWAP results agree well with those measured from SLT (Likins and 
Rausche 2004; Sakr 2013). In particular, a recent study comparing 25 pile resistances in IGM from 
SLT and CAPWAP shows that the mean resistance bias of 1.077 is closer to unity and the coefficient 
of variation (COV) of the resistance bias of 0.121 for CAPWAP is relatively small (Adhikari et al. 
2020a).  Hence, in the absence of SLT measurements, it is reasonable to consider the pile resistance 
determined from CAPWAP as the measured resistance in this study.  
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Table 3.1  Summary of 51 driven piles in fine grained soil-based IGM  
State Project Pile location Pile DB (ft) Subsurface FG-IGM su (ksf) qs (ksf) qb (ksf) Hammer BC 
ID US-95 WR bridge Pi-10 at P-1 HP 14×117 41.6 SBM CH 8.44-15.94# 3.61-4.68* NA Del. D19-42 590 
ID SH-51 SR bridge Pi-1 at A-1 HP 14×117 68.9 SBM ML 3.23-15.19# 0.28-3.05* 200.37 ICE I-30v2 73 
ID SH-51 SR bridge Pi at A-2 HP 14×117 68.9 SBM ML & CL 8.43-13.63# 1.31-3.36* 232.58 ICE I-30v2 52 
ID I-84B UPRR bridge Pi-5 at A-2 HP 14×117 39.9 SBM ML 9.07-12.00# 1.23-3.85* NA ICE I-30v2 64 
ID I-84B UPRR bridge Pi-5 at P-1 HP 14×117 23.8 SBM ML 12.96 4.3 NA ICE I-30v2 77 
ID I-84B UPRR bridge Pi-12 at P-2 HP 14×117 35.9 SBM ML 11.86 3.49 NA ICE I-30v2 69 
ID RP road bridge Pi-1 at A-1 18-in OEP 48 SBM & RB ML 4.52 0.16 NA ICE I-30v2 23 
ID RP road bridge Pi-8 at A-2 18-in OEP 42.9 SBM & RB ML 5.50 0.27 NA ICE I-30v2 52 
ID SH-55 SR bridge Pi-3 at P-1 HP 14×117 56.2 SBM CH & CL 6.06-8.43# 1.13-3.96* 119.42 Del. D19-42 1158 
ID SH-55 SR bridge Pi-4 at A-1 HP 14×117 56.4 SBM CH & CL 3.89-9.98# 0.88-3.85* 137.67 Del. D19-42 420 
ID SH-55 SR bridge Pi-2 at P-3 HP 14×117 35 SBM ML & CL 14.16-16.07# 2.61-4.35* NA Del. D19-42 72 
ID SH-55 SR bridge Pi-1 at P-4 HP 14×117 20 SBM CL 12.69-15.31# 2.87-4.24* 397.14 Del. D19-42 333 
ID SH-55 SR bridge Pi-1 at P-2 HP 14×117 48 SBM CH & CL 7.79-12.41# 3.11-3.96* 200.17 Del. D19-42 71 
ID SH-55 SR bridge Pi-1 at P-5 HP 14×117 34 SBM CL 7.78-9.83# 1.35-3.31* 199.69 Del. D19-42 144 
ID SH-55 SR bridge Pi-10 at A-2 HP 14×117 33.2 SBM ML 10.72-14.68# 1.83-3.87* 353.50 Del. D19-42 105 
ND Memorial bridge Pi-1 at P-10 HP 14×102 90 SBM CH & CL 3.45-4.72# 0.17-2.05* NA Del. D36 40 
ND Memorial bridge Pi-2 at P-10 HP 14×102 97 SBM CH & CL 3.22-4.22# 0.67-1.62* NA Del. D36 49 
WY PB-Parson street Pi-5 at A-1 HP 12×53 87.9 SBM & RB ML 4.24 0.31 NA Del. D16-32 164 
WY PB-Muddy creek Pi-1 at B-2 HP 12×53 35.3 SBM ML & MH 2.7-4.72# 0.57-1.40* 142.10 Del. D16-32 108 
WY PB-Beech street Pi-3 at A-2 HP 12×53 46.4 SBM ML 4.5 0.90 147.35 Del. D16-32 82 
WY PB-Muddy creek Pi-1 at A-2 HP 12×53 53.6 SBM ML  4.68 1.09 101.50 Del. D16-32 109 
WY PB-Beech street Pi-1 at A-2 HP 12×53 44.7 SBM ML 4.5 1.15 147.45 Del. D16-32 62 
MT MR-west of Zurich Pi-1 at B-1 16-in OEP 81.1 SBM & RB ML 4.73-12.27# 1.60-3.07 NA ICE I-30 74 
MT MR-west of Zurich Pi-6 at B-2 16-in OEP 50.3 SBM & RB CL 3.89 0.47 NA ICE I-30 87 
MT MR-west of Zurich Pi-1 at B-3 16-in OEP 76.2 SBM & RB CL 4.92 0.89 NA ICE I-30 106 
MT Bridge over CC Pi-4 at B-3 24-in OEP 58 SBM & RB CH 2.75 0.35 NA ICE I-36 135 
MT Capitol interchange Pi-1 at B-1 16-in CEP 29.5 SBM & RB CH 3.45 0.73 NA ICE I-30 30 
MT Capitol interchange Pi-8 at B-1 16-in CEP 29 SBM CH 7.45 1.57 NA ICE I-36 48 
MT Capitol interchange Pi-2 at B-1 16-in CEP 28 SBM & RB CH 3.67 1.20 NA ICE I-30 60 
MT Capitol interchange Pi-38 at B-4 16-in CEP 27.5 SBM CH 4.73 1.87 NA ICE I-30 44 
MT Bridge over RC Pi-1 at B-3 20-in OEP 41 SBM & RB CL 5.50 0.59 NA ICE I-30 42 
MT Bridge over RC Pi-1 at B-2 20-in OEP 45 SBM & RB MH 6.59 2.02 NA ICE I-30 73 
MT M FK porcupine Pi-4 at B-1 16-in OEP 47.5 SBM MH 4.73 0.85 27.71 ICE I-30 23 
MT M FK porcupine Pi-2 at B-3 20-in OEP 46.2 SBM & RB MH 4.32 1.65 NA ICE I-30 35 
MT Bridge over HC Pi-1 at B-1 16-in OEP 42.2 SBM & RB CL 3.68 0.52 NA APE D30-42 120 
MT Bridge over BNSF Pi-5 at A-1 HP 14×117 68 SBM & RB CH 4.52 1.74 NA ICE I-30v2 96 
MT Bridge over BNSF Pi-1 at A-4 HP 14×117 69.4 SBM & RB CL 6.06 1.13 NA ICE I-30v2 96 
MT Bridge over MR Pi-1 at B-1 20-in OEP 91.5 SBM & RB CL 4.11 0.27 NA ICE I-36 172 
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MT PC overflow  Pi at B-1 20-in OEP 82 SBM & RB CL 4.72 0.45 NA Del. D46-42 30 
MT Bridge over PC Pi at B-3 20-in OEP 93.8 SBM & RB CH 3.67 0.77 NA Del. D46-42 31 
MT Bridge over PC Pi at B-1 20-in OEP 91.8 SBM & RB CH 3.22 0.28 NA Del. D46-42 29 
MT Bridge over LCC Pi-3 at B-1 20-in OEP 136.5 SBM CH 6.94 2.02 57.43 ICE I-36 313 
MT Bridge over SC Pi-4 at B-2 16-in CEP 32.5 SBM & RB CH 3.90 0.47 NA Del. D19-32 109 
MT Bridge over LMC Pi-1 at B-1 16-in OEP 95 SBM & RB CH 4.32 1.65 NA APE D36-26 74 
MT Bridge over LMC Pi-3 at B-2 16-in OEP 97.9 SBM & RB CH 5.50 0.59 NA APE D36-26 192 
MT Bridge over LMC Pi-4 at B-4 16-in OEP 81 SBM CH 4.72 0.57 NA APE D36-26 107 
MT I-94 bridge BI Pi-2 at B-3 16-in OEP 45.8 SBM & RB CL 3.67 0.34 NA ICE I-36 87 
MT I-94 bridge BI Pi-4 at B-1 16-in OEP 52 SBM & RB CL 3.67 0.35 NA ICE I-36 40 
MT Bridge over Cr. Pi-16 at B-1 16-in OEP 20.7 SBM & RB CL 4.72 1.60 NA ICE I-36 74 
MT Bridge over Cr. Pi-2 at B-4 16-in OEP 20 SBM & RB CL 4.93 1.62 NA ICE I-36 44 
MT Bridge over Co. Pi-3 at B-2 16-in OEP 36.8 SBM & RB CL 12.27 3.22 NA ICE I-30v2 80 

ID=Idaho; ND=North Dakota; WY=Wyoming; MT=Montana; WR=Weiser River; SR= Snake River; RP=Robinson Park; BC=Butte Creek; MR=Milk River; CC=Cherry Creek; 
RC=Rock Creek; HC=Home Creek; PC=Porcupine Creek; LCC=Little Cottonwood Creek; SC=Sharpy Creek; BI=Broadus interchange; Cr.=Crooked Creek; Co.=Coral Creek; 
LMC=Little Muddy Creek; A=Abutment; Pi=Pile; P=Pier; B=Bent; DB=Total pile penetration; CEP=Close ended pipe pile; OEP=Open ended pipe pile; SBM=Soil based (both 
coarse and fine) geomaterials; SBM & RB=Soil- and rock-based geomaterials; CH-IGM=High plasticity clay IGM; CL-IGM=Low plasticity clay IGM; MH-IGM=High plasticity 
silt IGM; ML-IGM=Low plasticity silt IGM; su=Undrained shear strength; qs=Unit shaft resistance; #=Range of su; *=Range of qs; qb=Unit end bearing; NA=Not applicable; 
Del.=Delmeg; ICE=International Construction Equipment; APE=American Pile Driving Equipment; BC=Hammer blow count at end of driving (bl/ft) 
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3.3  Proposed Classification for Fine Grained Soil-Based IGM 

The soil-based geomaterials of 51 test piles are first classified according to the Unified Soil 
Classification System (USCS). The α-method (AASHTO 2020) is selected to distinguish FG-IGM 
from fine-grained soil as this method is currently and widely used in the estimation of driven pile 
resistances in fine-grained soil in terms of su. A total of 169 fine-grained layers of the 51 test piles that 
have su values ranging from 0.61 ksf to 16.07 ksf are identified for the qs prediction using the α-
method. The su values are determined from laboratory tests, and some are predicted using the 
prediction equation (𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎⁄ = 0.29𝑁𝑁0.72) that is chosen for a wider range of SPT N-values (Kulhawy 
and Mayne 1990). The uncertainty associated with this prediction equation for su will be accounted for 
in the LRFD calibration. The classification method is established by comparing the COV of qs biases 
(ratio of qs from CAPWAP to qs from the α-method) to su.  
 
Fine-grained layers with su values ranging from 0.61 ksf to 16.07 ksf are reduced by excluding the 
layer with the maximum su value from each analysis cycle to produce the next dataset for subsequent 
analyses. The COV values of resistance biases are then determined for different datasets and compared 
with their respective maximum su values in Figure 3.1. To clarify the analysis process, the first dataset 
consisting of 169 fine-grained layers yields a COV of 0.875, which is plotted against the maximum su 
of 16.07 ksf (Figure 3.1). In the next analysis cycle, the fine-grained layer with the su value of 16.07 
ksf is eliminated from the dataset. Hence, the remaining 168 layers yields a COV of 0.88, which is 
plotted against the new maximum su of 15.94 ksf. The analysis is repeated until the maximum su of the 
dataset reached 1.01 ksf as the boundary between FG-IGM and fine-grained soil is less likely to occur 
below 1.01 ksf. This is justified by the suggested su value greater than 2.12 ksf for very stiff to hard 
fine-grained soil (Kulhawy and Mayne 1990), and the almost constant adhesion factor (α) of the α-
method for su exceeding about 3 ksf (AASHTO 2020). Furthermore, the decreasing COV values for su 
less than about 2.7 ksf agrees with the efficiency of the α-method originally developed for fine-grained 
soil. Figure 3.1 shows two distinct groups of COV with the average lower COV of about 0.68 and the 
average upper COV of 0.95. The variation in COV values observed in the upper COV group for 
maximum su values ranging between 4 ksf and 5 ksf is attributed to the presence of both steel H-piles 
and steel pipe piles in the datasets used in the analysis. The transition from the lower COV to the 
upper COV group occurs at the maximum su of about 2.7 ksf. To facilitate the development of SA 
methods to improve the design efficiency of driven piles in FG-IGM, the su value of 2.7 ksf is 
recommended as the boundary separating FG-IGM from fine-grained soil. Figure 3.2 illustrates the 
proposed classification of fine-grained, soil-based geomaterials in a flow chart.  
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Figure 3.1  Comparison of COV and maximum su for the α-method 

 
Figure 3.2  Proposed classification for fine grained soil-based geomaterial in a flowchart 
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3.4  Development of Static Analysis Methods   

SA methods for the prediction of pile resistances in FG-IGM are developed for different subgroups of 
FG-IGM following the flow chart shown in Figure 3.3 to reduce uncertainties associated with different 
fine-grained geomaterials and to improve the accuracy of pile resistance prediction. To develop more 
efficient SA methods for the qs prediction, FG-IGM is divided into clay-based IGM and silt-based 
IGM based on grain size. The clay-based IGM are further divided into high plasticity clay-based IGM 
(CH-IGM) and low plasticity clay-based IGM (CL-IGM). For the silt-based IGM, only low plasticity 
silt-based IGM (ML-IGM) is considered due to a small sample size of 4 in the high plasticity silt-
based IGM (MH-IGM). The SA method for qb is established using 14 piles with FG-IGM as the end-
bearing layer. The qb is calculated by dividing the end bearing from CAPWAP with a box area of H-
piles or a close-ended area of pipe piles as soil plugging is assumed from the predicted soil plug 
weight in the CAPWAP reports.   
 
The proposed SA methods for qs are developed by comparing the qs at the EOD from CAPWAP with 
su. Figures 3.4 shows the increasing nonlinear trend of qs with respect to su for ML-IGM, CL-IGM, 
and CH-IGM, respectively. The proposed SA method for qb prediction is developed by comparing qb 
from CAPWAP with su and the ratio of pile dimension or diameter (D) to total pile penetration length 
(DB) as shown in Figure 3.5. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.3  Proposed static analysis methods for fine grained soil-based IGM in a flowchart 

3.4.1  Nonlinear Model Selection Criteria  

The proposed nonlinear SA equations for qs and qb are developed using the statistical software 
RStudio (R Core Team 2016). Model selection criteria play an important role in choosing among 
different nonlinear models (Gu et al. 2018). The Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1974) 
and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) (Schwarz 1978) are the two popular selection criteria. 
The residual standard error (RSE), mean squared error (MSE), and leave-one-out cross-validation 
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mean standard error (CV) are also included to assess the nonlinear models. In selecting the best 
nonlinear model among the candidate models, lower RSE, MSE, CV, AIC, and BIC values are 
considered.   
 
Both AIC and BIC have penalties involving the number of predictors. AIC and BIC can be calculated 
using Equations 3.1 to 3.3 in terms of the nonlinear function (𝑓𝑓), vector of estimated coefficient values 
(�̂�𝛽), estimated variance (𝜎𝜎�2 = RSE2), observation (𝑖𝑖), number of observations (𝑛𝑛), and number of 
predictors (𝑝𝑝) 
 

𝐿𝐿 ��̂�𝛽,𝜎𝜎�2|𝑦𝑦� =  �
1

√2𝜋𝜋𝜎𝜎�2

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 �−
1

2𝜎𝜎�2
�𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑓𝑓 �𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 , �̂�𝛽��

2
� 

 

(3.1) 

AIC =  −2 ln �𝐿𝐿 ��̂�𝛽,𝜎𝜎�2|𝑦𝑦�� +  2(𝑝𝑝 + 1) (3.2) 
  

BIC =  −2 ln �𝐿𝐿 ��̂�𝛽,𝜎𝜎�2|𝑦𝑦�� + ln(𝑛𝑛)(𝑝𝑝 + 1) (3.3) 
 
The RSE given by Equation 3.4 is the square root of the residual sum of squares divided by the 
residual degrees of freedom, and the MSE given by Equation 3.5 is the mean of sum of squared 
residuals, where 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed response and 𝑦𝑦�𝑖𝑖is the predicted response.  
 

RSE = �
∑(𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑦�𝑖𝑖)2

𝑛𝑛 − 𝑝𝑝 − 1
 (3.4) 

 

MSE =
1
𝑛𝑛
�(𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑦�𝑖𝑖  )2
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

 (3.5) 

 
CV is used to define the predictive ability of a statistical model (James et al. 2013). For validation, the 
full dataset is divided into two comparable parts: a training dataset and a testing dataset. The model is 
fit on the training dataset, and then the fitted model is used to predict the responses of the testing 
dataset. The resulting test error rate is assessed using the MSE. When the dataset is small, it is better to 
use a single observation for the validation set, and the remaining data as the training set to fit the 
model. This process is repeated for all observations in the full dataset to obtain predicted values. The 
CV is the average of the total test errors given by Equation 3.6 in terms of response for observation 
𝑖𝑖 (𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖) and the predicted value obtained from model fit without observation 𝑖𝑖 (𝑦𝑦�(𝑖𝑖)) 

CV = 1
𝑛𝑛
∑ �𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑦�(𝑖𝑖) �

2𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1     (3.6) 

 
3.4.2 Unit Shaft Resistance for Fine-grained IGM 

SA methods are developed for the prediction of qs in FG-IGMs (ML-IGM, CL-IGM, CH-IGM) using 
qs values from CAPWAP and their respective su values. Three nonlinear models, power, logistic, and 
natural logarithm, are compared based on the aforementioned criteria. Table 3.2 shows that the logistic 
model has the lowest statistical indices, and hence is recommended for the prediction of qs in each of 
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ML-IGM, CL-IGM, and CH-IGM. The respective prediction equations in terms of su and atmospheric 
pressure (Pa) for ML-IGM, CL-IGM, and CH-IGM are given by Equation 3.7, Equation 3.8, and 
Equation 3.9, respectively 
 

q�s(ML − IGM) = � 1.80

1+44e
−0.89suPa

�Pa  (3.7) 

q�s(CL − IGM) = � 1.58

1+47.6e
−1.34suPa

�Pa  (3.8) 

q�s(CH − IGM) = � 2

1+50.4e
−1.4suPa

�Pa  (3.9) 

 
It is important to note that the proposed prediction equations are applicable for qs values ranging from 
0.17 ksf to 4.68 ksf and su values ranging from 2.75 ksf to 16.07 ksf. Figure 3.4 shows the 
relationships between the su values and the qs values from CAPWAP along with the prediction 
equations for ML-IGM in Figure 3.4a, CL-IGM in Figure 3.4b, and CH-IGM in Figure 3.4c. Figure 
3.4a shows that qs increases rapidly with the increase in su, and the increase in qs reduces when the su is 
greater than about 10 ksf. Figures 3.4b and 3.4c show that the predicted qs based on the proposed 
models will become almost constant when su exceeds about 10 ksf. The reducing rate on qs at a higher 
su in all FG-IGM could be attributed to the plastic behavior of FG-IGM when an ultimate pile adhesion 
is reached. 
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Figure 3.4  Plot of unit shaft resistance from CAPWAP versus su for (a) ML-IGM, (b) CL-IGM, and 

(c) CH-IGM. 
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3.4.3 Unit End Bearing for Fine-grained, Soil-based IGM 

An SA method is developed to predict qb of steel H- and pipe piles in FG-IGM. Three nonlinear 
models, power, reciprocal yield density (YD), and natural logarithm, are evaluated as the potential 
prediction equation. The reciprocal YD model had the lowest statistical indices (Table 3.2). The 
resulting prediction equation is given in Equation (3.10). The atmospheric pressure (Pa) is included to 
account for the unit used in the qb prediction. It is important to note that the proposed Equation (3.10) 
is applicable for qb values ranging from 27.71 ksf to 397.14 ksf and the combined term of su×D/DB for 
values ranging from 0.08 to 0.89. Equation 3.10 should be used with caution for qb and su×D/DB 

values exceeding these ranges. Figure 3.5 shows a positive relationship between qb from CAPWAP, su 
and D/DB.  

q�b(FG− IGM) = �
su
Pa

× D
DB

0.001+0.0027suPa
× D
DB

�Pa  (3.10) 

 

 
 

Figure 3.5  Plot of unit end bearing from CAPWAP versus undrained shear strength and a ratio of pile 
diameter to pile penetration �𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬

𝐬𝐬
𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬
� for fine grained soil-based IGM 
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3.5 Validation of Static Analysis Methods   

3.5.1  Unit shaft resistance  

The validation is conducted by comparing predicted qs from the proposed SA methods given by 
Equations (3.7), (3.8), and (3.9) with the qs determined at the EOD from CAPWAP of 25 independent 
test piles from Kansas (8 test piles) and Illinois (17 test piles) (Long and Anderson 2012)  
summarized in Table 3.3. The 25 test piles are four HP 10 piles, seven HP 12 piles, two HP 14 piles, 
and twelve 14-in diameter close-ended pipe (CEP) piles. From the 25 test piles, a total 67 FG-IGM 
layers with qs values from CAPWAP ranging from 0.15 ksf to 2.41 ksf are used in this study. To 
evaluate the performance of the proposed SA methods, comparisons are also conducted against the 
existing α-method. Figure 3.6a and Figure 3.6b show that the proposed SA methods improve the qs 
predictions that are closer along the line of equality (solid line). The statistical summaries (mean 
resistance bias and COV) inserted in Figure 3.6 asserts that the proposed SA methods with the mean 
resistance bias of 0.91, on average, provide a more accurate qs prediction than the α-method with a 
lower mean bias of 0.74. The proposed SA methods, on average, overpredict the qs by about 10% 
while the α-method overpredicts the qs by about 35%. The lower COV of 0.31 for the proposed SA 
methods compared with the 0.56 for the α-method suggests that the proposed SA methods will provide 
more consistent qs prediction of piles driven into FG-IGM.  
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Figure 3.6  Comparison between unit shaft resistances from CAPWAP and predicted unit shaft 
resistances using (a) proposed SA methods, (b) the existing α-method. The inserts include 

 

the mean and coefficient of variation of the resistance bias 

3.5.2 Unit End Bearing   

The performance of the proposed SA method for qb is similarly conducted using independent dynamic 
pile load test from the Kansas DOT, eight pile load tests in Wisconsin from Long (2016), and four pile 
load tests in Illinois from Long and Anderson (2012) as summarized in Table 3.3. The total 13 test 
piles are one HP 10 pile, one HP 12 pile, eight HP 14 piles, and three 14-in diameter CEP piles. The qb 
values determined from CAPWAP range from 17.77 ksf to 305.8 ksf. The comparisons of qb values 
for the proposed SA method given by Equation 3.10 and the α-method are shown in Figure 3.7a and 
Figure 3.7b, respectively. Figure 3.7 reveals that the proposed SA method improves the qb prediction 
as most data points lie closer along the line of equality. The mean bias of 1.15 suggests that the 
proposed SA method, on average, underpredicts the qb by about 13%. On the other hand, the relatively 
high mean bias of 2.1 reveals that the existing α-method underpredicts the qb, on average, by about 
52%. Furthermore, the lower COV of 0.37 for the proposed Equation 3.10 compared with the 0.48 for 
the α-method suggests that the proposed Equation 3.10 will provide a more consistent qb prediction of 
piles driven in FG-IGM.  
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Figure 3.7  Comparison between unit end bearing from CAPWAP and predicted unit end bearing 
using (a) proposed SA method, (b) the existing α-method. The inserts include the mean 
and coefficient of variation of the resistance bias.
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Table 3.2  Model comparison of the proposed SA methods for fine grained soil-based IGM 

GM Functional forms for the nonlinear models; Prediction equations 
from nonlinear model fits 

 Selection criterion 
RSE MSE CV AIC BIC 

Unit shaft resistance 

ML-

IGM 

f(xi) = β1(xi)β2 ; q�s = 0.27Pa �
su
Pa
�
1.02

(Power) 0.3174 0.098 0.107 22.93 27.60 

𝐟𝐟(𝐱𝐱𝐢𝐢) = 𝛃𝛃𝟏𝟏 
𝟏𝟏+𝛃𝛃𝟐𝟐�𝐞𝐞𝛃𝛃𝟑𝟑𝐱𝐱𝐢𝐢�

 ;  𝐪𝐪�𝐬𝐬 = � 𝟏𝟏.𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖

𝟏𝟏+𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝐞𝐞
−𝟖𝟖.𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐏𝐏𝐚𝐚

� 𝐏𝐏𝐚𝐚 (Logistic) 0.2950 0.082 0.095 18.74 24.96 

f(xi) = β1 + β2 ln(xi) ; q�s = �−0.5 + 1.1ln su
Pa
�pa (NL) 0.3175 0.097 0.104 22.94 27.61 

CL-IGM 

f(xi) = β1(xi)β2  ; q�s = 0.29Pa �
su
Pa
�
0.96

(Power) 0.37 0.126 0.143 43.86 49.42 

𝐟𝐟(𝐱𝐱𝐢𝐢) = 𝛃𝛃𝟏𝟏 
𝟏𝟏+𝛃𝛃𝟐𝟐�𝐞𝐞𝛃𝛃𝟑𝟑𝐱𝐱𝐢𝐢�

 ;  𝐪𝐪�𝐬𝐬 = � 𝟏𝟏.𝟓𝟓𝟖𝟖

𝟏𝟏+𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒.𝟔𝟔𝐞𝐞
−𝟏𝟏.𝟑𝟑𝟒𝟒𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐏𝐏𝐚𝐚

� 𝐏𝐏𝐚𝐚 (Logistic) 0.3213 0.097 0.109 31.54 38.94 

f(xi) = β1 + β2 ln(xi) ; q�s = �−0.32 + 1.08ln su
Pa
�Pa (NL) 0.3343 0.104 0.116 34.34 39.89 

CH-

IGM 

f(xi) = β1(xi)β2  ; q�s = 0.33Pa �
su
Pa
�
1.01

(Power) 0.3745 0.134 0.149 33.64 38.22 

𝐟𝐟(𝐱𝐱𝐢𝐢) = 𝛃𝛃𝟏𝟏 
𝟏𝟏+𝛃𝛃𝟐𝟐�𝐞𝐞𝛃𝛃𝟑𝟑𝐱𝐱𝐢𝐢�

 ;𝐪𝐪�𝐬𝐬 = � 𝟐𝟐

𝟏𝟏+𝟓𝟓𝟖𝟖.𝟒𝟒𝐞𝐞
−𝟏𝟏.𝟒𝟒𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐏𝐏𝐚𝐚

� 𝐏𝐏𝐚𝐚 (Logistic) 0.2875 0.078 0.092 16.58 22.68 

f(xi) = β1 + β2 ln(xi) ; q�s = �−0.3 + 1.3ln su
Pa
�Pa  (NL) 0.3168 0.097 0.104 22.27 26.85 

Unit end bearing 

FG-IGM 

f(xi) = β1(xi)β2  ;  q�b = 342.26Pa �
su
pa

D
DB
�
0.67

(Power) 54.8 2606.04 3810.65 155.67 157.59 

𝐟𝐟(𝐱𝐱𝐢𝐢) = 𝐱𝐱𝐢𝐢
𝛃𝛃𝟏𝟏+𝛃𝛃𝟐𝟐𝐱𝐱𝐢𝐢

 ;  𝐪𝐪�𝐛𝐛 = �
𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬
𝐏𝐏𝐚𝐚

× 𝐬𝐬
𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬

𝟖𝟖.𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏+𝟖𝟖.𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟐𝟐𝟒𝟒𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐏𝐏𝐚𝐚
× 𝐬𝐬
𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬

� 𝐏𝐏𝐚𝐚 (Reciprocal YD) 54.11 2602.11 3234.68 155.32 157.24 

f(xi) = β1 + β2 ln(xi) ; q�b = �236 + 69ln �su
pa

D
DB
�� pa (NL) 55.01 2765.54 3453.15 155.78 157.7 

GM=GeoMaterials; NL=Natural Logarithm; YD=Yield density; RSE=Residual standard error; MSE=Mean squared error; CV=Leave one out cross validation; 
AIC=Akaike information criterion; BIC= Bayesian information criterion 
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Table 3.3  Summary of 33 independent test piles driven into fine grained soil-based IGM 
State Project Pile location Pile DB (ft) Subsurface No of layers-  

FG-IGM su (ksf) qs (ksf) qb (ksf) Hammer BC 

IL Oquawka Pi at EA 14-in CEP 57 SBM 2-Clay 3.0-3.2# 0.6-0.85* 97.8 MKT DE-42 37 
IL Oquawka Pi at WA 14-in CEP 62 SBM 2-Clay 4.5 1.5-1.53* NA MKT DE-42 172 
IL Oquawka Pi at P 14-in CEP 51 SBM 2-Clay 2.8-3.3# 0.38-0.45* NA MKT DE-42 68 
IL Godfrey Pi at P-2 14-in CEP 39 SBM 4-Clay 2.8-4.8# 0.27-0.74* 173.06 Del. D12-43 64 
IL Godfrey Pi at WA 14-in CEP 66 SBM 3-Clay 2.8-4.0# 0.4-1.04* 39.25 Del. D12-43 60 
IL Jacksonville Pi at P-1 HP 12×53 39 SBM  6-Clay 4.0-7.0# 0.58-1.90* NA Del. D12-43 194 
IL Jacksonville Pi at P-2 HP 12×53 62 SBM  10-Clay 3.0-5.9# 0.53-1.59* 17.77 Del. D12-43 172 
IL Greenville Pi-3 at P-1 14-in CEP 28 SBM  1-Clay 3.8 0.43 NA Del. D25-32 41 
IL Greenville Pi-13 at P-1 14-in CEP 50 SBM  1-Clay 3.8 0.68 NA Del. D25-32 37 
IL Greenville Pi-12 at P-1 14-in CEP 23 SBM 1-Clay 3.8 0.7 NA Del. D25-32 19 
IL Mahomet Pi at P-2 HP 12×53 31.2 SBM  1-Clay 3.3 0.44-0.73 NA Del. D30-32 49 
IL Plymouth Pi at P-2 HP 14×102 43.2 SBM & RB 1-Clay 3.2 0.15 NA Del. D19-32 403 
IL Plymouth Pi at SA HP 14×102 46 SBM & RB 4-Clay 4.0-4.3# 0.29-0.59* NA Del. D19-32 85 
IL RCS Godfrey TPi at SA 14-in CEP 40 SBM 3-Clay 3.9-5.8# 0.94-1.54* NA Del. D19-32 80 
IL RCS Godfrey Pi at NA 14-in CEP 38 SBM 3-Clay 2.8-3.0# 0.34-0.37* NA Del. D19-32 128 
IL RCS Godfrey PPi at SA 14-in CEP 40 SBM  3-Clay 3.9-5.0# 0.25-0.75* NA Del. D19-32 65 
IL Stronghurst Pi-1 at P-1 14-in CEP 69 SBM & RB Clay 2.9 0.28 NA Del. D19-42 38 
KS K-23 over PR Pi at P-1 HP 12×63 50 SBM & RB 1-ML, 1-CL 3.23-4.11# 0.36-0.77* NA Del. D19-32 160 
KS K-4 over CCD Pi at A-1 HP 10×42 79 SBM & RB 2-CL, 1-CH 3.89-4.52# 0.8-0.84* NA Del. D19-32 46 
KS MS over I-135 Pi at P-1 HP 10×42 84 SBM & RB 1-ML 4.0 0.65 NA Del. D30-32 51 
KS K-14 over CC  Pi at P-2 HP 10×42 85 SBM 2-CL, 1-CH, 3-ML 4.32-6.77 0.76-1.5 22.33 Del. D19-42 25 
KS Int. of I-235 & 13 st. Pi at P-2 HP 12×63 59 SBM & RB CL 4.1 2.41 NA Pil. D30-32 23 
KS Int. of I-235 & 13 st. Pi at P-9 HP 12×63 59 SBM & RB CL 3.46 2.12 NA Pil. D30-32 25 
KS Int. of I-235 & 13 st. Pi at P-5 HP 12×74 55 SBM & RB CH 4.11 1.39 NA Pil. D30-32 23 
KS K-14 over CC Pi at P-6 HP 10×42 91 SBM & RB 3-ML, 1-CL 3.2-6.24# 0.35-0.95* NA Del. D19-42 13 
WI Int. of US41 & IH43 TPi-1 at P-5 HP 14×73 38 SBM  Clay 17.62 NA 300.72 Del. D25-32 NA 
WI Int. of US41 & IH43 Pi-1 at P-5 HP 14×73 35 SBM Silt 13.25 NA 305.80 Del. D25-32 NA 
WI Int. of US41 & IH43 Pi-2 at P-5 HP 14×73 38.3 SBM Clay 17.60 NA 295.65 Del. D25-32 NA 
WI Int. of US41 & IH43 Pi-1 at P-10 HP 14×73 53.8 SBM Clay 10.02 NA 248.55 Del. D25-32 NA 
WI Int. of US41 & IH43 Pi-2 at P-10 HP 14×73 55 SBM  Clay 10.28 NA 255.80 Del. D25-32 NA 
WI Int. of US41 & IH43 TPi-1 at P-10 HP 14×73 54.5 SBM  Clay 10.69 NA 236.23 Del. D25-32 NA 
WI Int. of US41 & IH43 Pi-1 at P-1 HP 14×73 77 SBM  Clay 10.70 NA 100.72 Del. D25-32 NA 
WI Int. of US41 & IH43 TPi-1 at P-1 HP 14×73 74.8 SBM  Clay 17.62 NA 242.75 Del. D25-32 NA 

IL=Illinois; KS=Kansas; WI=Wisconsin; PR=Pawnee River; CCD=Cow Creek drainage; MS=Maple Street; Int.=Interchange; St.=Street; CC=Cow creek; A=Abutment; 
Pi=Pile; P=Pier; B=Bent; TPi=Test pile; PPi=Production pile; EA=East abutment; WA=West abutment; NA=North abutment; SA=South abutment; DB=Total pile penetration; 
CEP=Close ended pipe pile; SBM=Soil based (both coarse and fine) geomaterials; SBM & RB=Soil- and rock-based geomaterials; CH-IGM=High plasticity clay IGM; CL-
IGM=Low plasticity clay IGM; ML-IGM=Low plasticity silt IGM; su=Undrained shear strength; qs=Unit shaft resistance; #=Range of su; *=Range of qs; qb=Unit end bearing; 
NA=Not applicable; Del.=Delmeg; Pil.=Pileco; BC=Hammer blow count at end of driving (bl/ft).  
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3.6  Change in Pile Resistances    

3.6.1  Change in Unit Shaft Resistance  

A total 69 FG-IGM layers from 25 test piles and four states (Wyoming, North Dakota, Kansas, and 
Illinois) are included in this study to investigate the change in qs over time. Among these 25 test piles, 
15 are steel H-piles and 10 are 14-in CEP. The elapsed times (t) from the EOD to BOR range from 15 
minutes (0.0104 day) to 156 days. Figure 3.8 shows the percent change in qs-t with respect to the qs-to is 
determined at the EOD from CAPWAP for clay-IGM and silt-IGM. The qs generally increases with a 
logarithmic time (Figure 3.8a) as similarly observed in fine-grained soils (Ng et al. 2013b). A setup 
factor (A) given by Equation 3.11 (Skov and Denver 1988) is determined by assuming the initial time 
(to) at 0.0104 days to compare the rate of change in qs. The insert in Figure 3.8a indicates that steel H-
piles driven in clay-IGM, with an average A=0.28, have a higher pile setup than in silt-IGM with an 
average A=0.20. Higher pile setup in clay-IGM could be attributed to the higher fine-grained particles 
in clay-IGM that delay the dissipation of excess pore water pressure and consolidation of FG-IGM 
induced during pile installation as is similarly observed in fine-grained soils (Ng et al. 2013a; Haque et 
al. 2017). For clay-IGM, CEP piles with a larger cross-sectional area exhibit a higher pile setup with 
an average A=0.53 compared with H-piles. Higher pile setup is expected from a larger pile size that 
creates greater radial displacement, disturbance, and remolding in the FG-IGM during pile installation. 
If a one-day pile restrike would be performed, the qs of H-piles and CEP piles in clay-IGM will 
increase, on average, by 56% and 105%, respectively (Figure 3.8a). A lower average of 39% increase 
in qs would be expected on H-piles in silt-IGM at one day after the EOD. Figure 3.8b shows that the 
pile setup factor generally decreases with the increase in su of FG-IGM. This agrees with the higher 
pile setup experienced in soft clays than in stiff clays (Long et al. 1999). 
 

A =
qs−t qs−to� − 1

log(t/to)  (3.11) 
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Figure 3.8  (a) A plot of percent change in unit shaft resistance against a duration after the EOD in a 

logarithmic scale, (b) the comparison of pile setup factor for qs and undrained shear 
strength of FG-IGM. 
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3.6.2  Change in Unit End Bearing  

A total of 17 test piles from Wyoming, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Illinois, with both qb determined at the 
EOD and BOR from CAPWAP, are used to investigate the change in qb over time. Among these 17 
test piles, 14 are steel H-piles, and three are 14-in CEP. Thirteen test piles (10 H-piles and three 14-in 
CEP) are bearing on clay-IGM, and the remaining four H-piles are on silt-IGM. The elapsed times 
between the EOD and BOR range from 15 minutes (0.0104 day) to 156 days. Figure 3.9a shows that 
four H-piles in clay-IGM experience pile setup with percent increase in qb varying from 5.3% to 
345%, while six H-piles experience a decrease in qb (known as pile relaxation) with the percent change 
in qb varying from -0.6% to -23%. The percent change in qb of H-piles in silt IGM varies from -33% to 
22%. For 14-in CEP in clay-IGM, two piles exhibit pile relaxation of -17% and -51%, while one 
experiences pile setup of 202%. A logarithmic relationship between percent change in qb and time is 
not observed, and in fact, qb in silt-IGM decreases with time. Furthermore, the effect of pile type and 
size on the percent change in qb is not apparent. Figure 3.9b shows that the pile setup factor decreases 
from positive to negative values as the su of FG-IGM increases from 2.8 ksf to 17.6 ksf. In particular, 
piles driven into FG-IGM with a su value greater than about 4 ksf will unlikely exhibit pile setup, and 
pile relaxation could occur in these cases. It is believed that pile relaxation could be attributed to the 
creation of a gap beneath a pile tip due to hard driving on stiffer FG-IGM and the development of 
negative excess pore water pressure due to the fracturing of stiff FG-IGM at the EOD. 
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Figure 3.9  (a) A plot of percent change in unit end bearing against a duration after the EOD in a 

logarithmic scale, (b) the comparison of pile setup factor for qb and undrained shear 
strength of FG-IGM 
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4. DRIVEN PILES IN ROCK-BASED SHALES  
 
4.1  Introduction 

Driven steel piles are a foundation system for shallow bedrock stratigraphy due to economy and 
durability. Many states in North America have an extensive distribution of soft rocks such as shales, 
sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone. For pile design in these materials, various foundation design 
manuals provided different guidelines. For example, the Canadian Foundation Design Manual defined 
rocks as a soil mass if they are weakly cemented with qu less than 20 ksf, have closely spaced 
discontinuities, and have heavy fragmentation (Becker and Moore 2006). However, the American 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO 2020) suggested treating these 
materials as soil during pile design while the limiting structural capacity of a pile governs the axial 
pile resistance in hard rock. Among the soft rocks, shale has been considered a problematic material 
due to its degradation of shear strength and shrink-swell potential (Yagiz 2001). Shale is a fine-
grained, clastic sedimentary rock formed by the deposition and compaction of silt and clay-size 
mineral particles over time. Shale is considered a transitional material due to having wide range of 
strength properties. Lacking pile load test data has delayed the understanding of driven piles in shales, 
particularly pile resistances. Currently, there are no specific guidelines and design methods in existing 
foundation design manuals to predict unit shaft resistance (qs) and unit end bearing (qb) of piles driven 
in shale. Instead, the existing empirical static analysis (SA) methods developed for soils are being used 
to design the driven piles in shale.  
 
Several empirical design methodologies described in the literature focused on steel H-piles on soft 
rock types other than shale. Experimental data suggested that qb of steel piles in granite, limestone, and 
sandstone is about 4qu to 6qu (Rehnman and Broms 1971). Morton (2012) proposed qb = 7.5qu for 112 
ksf ≤ qu ≤ 375 ksf and driven H-piles primarily in sandstone and mudstone, and discrepancies are 
observed in this linear relationship between qb and qu. Belbas (2014) proposed lower qb values ranging 
from 2qu to 5.7qu for 480 ksf ≤ qu ≤ 1750 ksf based on 22 dynamic tests conducted on various steel H-
piles in siltstones and mudstone from six bridge sites in Winnipeg, Canada. In addition, Tomlinson 
and Woodward (2014) reported a lower qb = 1.2qu to 1.75qu for 52 ksf ≤ qu ≤ 226 ksf from two static 
load tests (SLTs) and one dynamic test on 80- to 11-inch diameter pipe piles in mudstone, siltstone, 
and sandstone. Alternatively, using 19 dynamic tests of  HP 14×88 on clay shale, sandstone, and 
siltstone from six bridge sites in Edmonton, Canada, Soliman et al. (2018) calibrated α and β-methods 
for pile resistance predictions. The calibration yielded the following: 0.35 ≤ adhesion factor (α) ≤ 0.62 
and 21 ≤ end bearing capacity factor (Nc) ≤ 30 for the α-method, and 0.1 ≤ shaft resistance factor (β) ≤ 
1 and 8 ≤ end bearing capacity factor (Nt) ≤ 50 for the β-method. A recent study using 17 dynamic 
load test data on H-piles from Wyoming resulted in a calibrated α-method in terms of qu for predicting 
pile resistances in sandstone, claystone, and siltstone (Adhikari et al. 2020a). 
 
For qs prediction, Beake and Sutcliffe (1980) limited qs = 3.5 to 6.2 ksf from two SLTs of 36- and 42-
inch diameter open-ended pipe (OEP) piles in carbonate siltstones and sandstones with qu = 66 and 98 
ksf, respectively. From pile load tests of small-displacement OEP piles in low- to high-density chalk, 
qs values ranging from 0.2 to 25 ksf are suggested (CIRIA 2002). Barrett and Prendergast (2020) 
recently developed an empirical relationship to predict qs in terms of qu for 24- to 50-inch OEP piles 
using five SLTs: one in mudstone, two in siltstone, one in sandstone, one in breccia, and two dynamic 
load tests in conglomerate rock. Neither of these studies recommended design methods for predicting 
qs and qb in shale. 
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The challenge with the pile design and construction in shale is further exacerbated by the change in 
pile resistance with time, particularly the decrease in pile resistance known as pile relaxation reported 
in literature (Hannigan et al. 2020; Morgano and White 2004; Thompson and Thompson 1985). From 
a study of H-piles in shale from four project sites, Likins and Hussein (1984) reported pile relaxation 
of 10% to 50% on weathered shale within two weeks after pile driving. Thompson and Thompson 
(1985) suggested a range of 11% to 25% decrease in pile capacity determined from the dynamic 
measurement of close-ended pipe (CEP) piles in shale. An average 35% relaxation on end bearing is 
reported on piles driven into shales, and OEP piles experienced a greater average relaxation of 44% 
compared with 34% for H-piles (Hannigan et al. 2020). On the other hand, based on the 17 H-piles 
tested in shale, Long and Anderson (2014) found almost constant total pile capacity with time with a 
maximum total setup and relaxation of 19% and 14%, respectively. The aforementioned limited past 
studies indicate different setup and relaxation in shale materials. Hence, the time-dependent pile 
responses in shale due to shale weathering deserves further investigation. It is believed that pile 
relaxation in shale is caused by 1) the development of negative pore water pressure resulting from 
shale fracture and dilation, 2) change in rock mineralogy and fractures resulting from pile driving, 3) 
relaxation of stresses in the rock around the pile, 4) shale shattering beneath a pile toe caused by 
driving adjacent piles to a deeper depth, and 5) shale softening from water migration to the pile toe 
resulted from negative pore pressure development (Hannigan et al. 2020). 

 
Due to the limited research on driven piles in shale and the absence of reliable design methods, the 
performance of piles in shale is currently determined based on driving observation, local experience, 
and load demand through construction control approaches. Considering these shortcomings and 
challenges, this paper presents a shale classification system, relationships for predicting engineering 
properties of shale, new SA methods for predicting qs and qb for four different shale types and 
weathering conditions, load and resistance factor design (LRFD) recommendations for the proposed 
SA methods, and time-dependent pile responses in different shales. The SI version of this chapter can 
be found in the article published by Islam et al. (2022).  
 
4.2  Usable Pile Data  

Seventy-one historical pile load test data from eight counties in Kansas are collected from the Kansas 
Department of Transportation (KDOT). These test pile data contained all relevant information, including 
Pile Driving Analyzer (PDA) with Case Pile Wave Analysis Program (CAPWAP) analysis from 16 
bridges in nine projects constructed between 2010 to 2017. Among the 71 test piles, 49 test piles with 
complete information are considered usable in this study. The relevant information of 49 usable test 
piles with 40 steel H-piles and nine 12.75-inch steel shell driven piles are summarized in Table 4.1. The 
overburden soil layers included sand, clay, silt, and mixed soil, while the bearing layers are shale. These 
shale layers are categorized as soil-based shales and rock-based shales. The pile embedment lengths 
ranged from 22 to 105 ft, and the penetration lengths in shale varied from 33 to 30.1 ft. The qs and qb 
summarized in Table 4.1 are determined from CAPWAP at the end of driving (EOD). These piles are 
driven using diesel hammers with blow counts (bl) varying from 17 to 640 bl/ft. 
 
Comparing pile resistances in IGMs determined from 19 SLTs and PDA/CAPWAP (Mokwa and 
Brooks 2008; Long 2016), a mean resistance bias (λ)=1.08 closer to unity and a relatively low 
coefficient of variation (COV) of resistance bias=0.121 suggested reliability in the CAPWAP results 
(Adhikari et al. 2020b). Furthermore, past research studies have concluded that pile resistances 
predicted from CAPWAP are comparable to the measured resistances from SLT (Likins and Rausche 
2004). Due to the current design and construction practices as well as high cost, SLT is rarely 
conducted on driven piles in shale. Hence, to advance the current knowledge and to improve pile 
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resistance predictions, it is reasonable to use CAPWAP results in this study. However, it is 
recommended to use available SLT results in future studies. 
 
4.3  Shale Classification and Properties  

4.3.1  Shale Classification 

A shale classification system based on texture, strength, grain size, plasticity, chemical, or 
mineralogical characteristics, and bonding has been proposed by several investigators (Coduto 1999; 
Eid 2006; Underwood 1967). In addition, a shale classification system has been established based on 
Atterberg limits, slake durability, and the jar slake test (Deo 1972; Erguler and Shakoor 2009; Gamble 
1971; Hopkins and Deen 1984). These shale classification systems are developed over time for 
different applications. Considerable discrepancies in the shale categorization and properties suggested 
the need for a more comprehensive classification system. The classification system by Underwood 
(1967) has been widely used to distinguish problematic shales from stronger shales for engineering 
design purposes (Yagiz 2001). This study adopted recommendations from Underwood (1967) and 
classified the shales into two broad types: “soil-like or soil-based shale” and “rock-based shale” based 
on the field identification system. The soil-based shales are defined as compacted shale that contained 
soil particles without having intergranular cement such as calcareous, siliceous, and carbonaceous. The 
rock-based shales are defined as cemented or bonded shale having intergranular cement (Underwood 
1967). Generally, soil-based shales are easily separated while rock-based shale is harder and more 
durable and cannot be easily separated into smaller pieces. 
 
Depending on the presence of clay, silt, and sand-sized particles, KDOT classified soil-based shales 
into three subgroups: clayey shale, silty shale, and sandy shale. The proposed classification system is 
to first distinguish the soil-based shales from the rock-based shales using the field identification 
system. Furthermore, the “soil-based” (SS) shales included clayey shale and silty shale, with hardness 
defined as soft, moderately hard, and hard. The swell potential is used to distinguish clayey from silty 
shale as clayey shale swells in a barrel or core box. Five degrees of weathering (fresh, slightly 
weathered, moderately weathered, weathered, and highly weathered) are used by KDOT to describe 
the rock-based shale weathering. The fresh rock-based shale does not contain decomposition of the 
parent material and microcracks, and the slightly weathered rock-based shale showed a slight 
decomposition of parent material in joints with hairline cracks. On the other hand, moderately and 
weathered rock-based shale contained well-developed and decomposed joints with visible 
microcracks. The highly weathered rock-based shale is highly decomposed and extremely broken. 
Using those descriptions, the rock-based shale is classified into three different subgroups: soft & 
highly weathered shale (HW), moderately hard & moderately weathered to weathered shale (MW), 
and hard, fresh & slightly weathered shale (SW) as indicated in Table 4.1.  
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Table 4.1  Summary of usable driven piles in shales from Kansas 
Pile 
ID 

County of 
Kansas Pile LEMB 

(ft) 
LIGM 
(ft) 

Overburden 
Geomaterial End bearing shale layer at pile toe Shale qu

a 
(ksf) 

RQDa 
(%) 

qs
a 

(ksf) 
qb 

(ksf) 
Pile 

Hammer BC 

1 Clark HP 14×73 94 19.26 sand clayey, maroon shale SS 9.6 73 1.4 59.9 Del. D19-42 87 
2 Finney HP 12×63 50 6.5 mixed dark gray, calcareous, slightly w. shale SW 124.1 100 3.8 302.0 Del. D19-42 120 
3 Finney HP 10×42 58 6.1 mixed dark gray, calcareous, slightly w. shale SW 124.1 100 2.9 326.4 Del. D19-42 59 
4 Finney HP 12×63 50 4.4 mixed gray, calcareous, slightly w. shale SW 125.9 84 2.8 332.1 Del. D19-42 160 
5 Sedgwick HP 12×63 81 12.1 sand gray, calcareous, hard slightly w. shale SW 39.3 76 3.4 305.1 Pil. D30-32 87 
6 Sedgwick HP 10×42 80 6.3 mixed dark gray, clayey shale SS 4.6 92 1.1 71.0 Del. D19-32 28 
7 Sedgwick HP 12×53 73 9.8 sand shades of gray, silty shale SS 4.8 91 1.0 96.3 Del. D30-02 18 
8 Sedgwick HP 12×74 68 8.5 sand green gray, highly w. shale HW 5.8 88 0.6 157.7 Del. D30-02 27 
9 Sedgwick HP 12×74 69 10.2 sand dark gray to gray, clayey shale SS 5.8 88 NA 102.1 Del. D30-02 20 

10 Sedgwick HP 12×53 87 20.8 mixed gray to dark gray, silty shale SS 10.2 75 2.3 134.9 Pil. D30-32 40 
11 Sedgwick HP 10×42 80 4.96 clayey sand Moderately hard, silty shale SS 8.1 86 1.5 138.7 Del. D16-32 53 
12 Sedgwick HP 12×84 33 11.1 sand hard, silty, gray shale SS 24.9 57 2.2 162.5 Pil. D30-32 25 
13 Sedgwick HP 12×63 68 6.4 mixed dark gray, banded, w. shale MW 5.0 86 1.3 175.6 Del. D30-02 36 
14 Sedgwick HP 10×42 105 18.2 sand dark gray to gray, w. shale MW 11.1 85 1.6 190.7 Del. D19-32 60 
15 Sedgwick HP 12×53 73 3.4 clayey sand dark gray, w. shale MW 6.9 86 1.8 200.7 Del. D30-02 30 
16 Sedgwick HP 10×42 105 10.2 mixed gray, calcareous shale, slightly w. SW 17.1 87 2.5 197.8 Del. D19-32 192 
17 Sedgwick HP 12×63 68 16.2 sand gray, generally w. shale MW 4.2 92 1.4 226.2 Del. D30-02 24 
18 Sedgwick HP 10×42 84 11 sand gray to dark gray, w. shale MW 17.1 87 1.2 292.0 Del. D19-32 51 
19 Sedgwick HP 12×74 70 11.8 sand dark gray to gray, w. shale MW 21.9 86 1.3 384.5 Del. D30-02 80 
20 Sedgwick HP 12×74 47 26.8 sand gray, hard, slightly w. shale SW 33.2 80 3.3 35.1 Pil. D30-32 34 
21 Sedgwick HP 12×63 59 12.03 sand gray, soft, highly w. shale HW 7.7 85 0.8 50.8 Pil. D30-32 17 
22 Sedgwick HP 12×63 58 16.5 mixed dark gray, silty shale SS 4.4 22 0.9 129.9 Pil. D30-32 25 
23 Sedgwick HP 12×74 46 18.9 sand gray, soft, highly w. shale HW 6.3 66 0.8 135.5 Pil. D30-32 27 
24 Sedgwick HP 12×74 45 16.7 sand gray, soft, highly w. shake HW 8.1 90 2.0 87.3 Pil. D30-32 23 
25 Sedgwick HP 12×74 53 8.66 mixed gray, soft, highly w. to w. shale HW 8.6 35 0.9 99.8 Pil. D30-32 27 
26 Sedgwick HP 12×74 61 19.76 sand gray, soft, highly w. shale HW 4.6 68 1.5 39.7 Pil. D30-32 26 
27 Sedgwick HP 12×63 47 15.8 sand clayey shale, firm SS 8.1 84 2.4 84.8 Pil. D19-42 28 
28 Sedgwick HP 12×74 50 16.6 mixed gray, moderately hard, w. shale MW 3.8 50 1.7 48.2 Pil. D19-42 32 
29 Sedgwick HP 12×74 35 14.9 sand gray, soft, highly w. shale HW 20.7 87 2.0 143.7 Pil. D30-32 52 
30 Sedgwick HP 12×63 50 11.5 mixed gray, moderately hard, w., thin bedded shale MW 4.0 89 2.1 163.1 Pil. D30-32 34 
31 Sedgwick HP 12×63 52 25.9 mixed gray, hard, slightly w., gypsum shale SW 8.8 95 1.5 195.9 Pil. D30-32 26 
32 Sedgwick HP 12×74 61 20.5 mixed gray, moderately hard, highly w. shale MW 7.5 NA 2.4 262.5 Pil. D30-32 34 
33 Sedgwick HP 12×74 61 19 sand gray, hard, slightly w. shale SW 2.9 82 1.6 262.5 Pil. D30-32 34 
34 Sedgwick HP 12×74 54 20.7 mixed gray, soft, highly w. shale HW 5.0 79 1.0 158.7 Pil. D30-32 28 
35 Clay HP 12×74 29.9 30.1 mixed clayey, gray, stiff to moderately hard shale SS 51.6 83 2.6 182.7 Del. D19-42 62 
36 Sheridan 12.75"D shell 41 6.9 sand very dark gray, w. shale MW 5.2 65 1.4 171.7 Del. D16-32 60 
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37 Sheridan 12.75"D shell 24 3.4 sand very dark gray, w. shale MW 13.6 79 NA 206.6 Del. D16-32 28 
38 Sheridan 12.75"D shell 24 3.5 sand very dark gray, w. shale MW 5.2 83 1.3 282.2 Del. D16-32 40 
39 Sheridan 12.75"D shell 24 6.9 sand very dark gray, w. shale MW 22.6 89 2.1 326.9 Del. D16-32 60 
40 Sheridan 12.75"D shell 22 4 sand very dark gray, w. shale MW 5.2 88 1.5 334.8 Del. D16-32 60 
41 Sheridan 12.75"D shell 23 3.3 sand very dark gray, w. shale MW 10.0 80 1.4 260.6 Del. D16-32 40 
42 Sheridan 12.75"D shell 55 14.5 sand very dark gray, w. shale MW 7.1 94 1.6 221.4 Del. D16-32 90 
43 Sheridan 12.75"D shell 36 29.4 sand very dark gray, w. shale MW 2.5 80 1.1 218.7 Del. D16-32 34 
44 Sheridan 12.75"D shell 38 6.7 sand very dark gray, w. shale MW 10.0 80 1.4 221.4 Del. D16-32 41 
45 Barton HP 12×63 72 25.24 silty clay clayey, gray with maroon mottling shale SS 12.3 96 1.4 87.3 Del. D19-42 102 
46 Barton HP 10×42 82 17.3 mixed clayey, greenish-gray, maroon shale SS 9.2 36 1.5 98.0 Del. D19-42 46 
47 Franklin HP 12×53 26 5.45 silty clay firm, non-weathered shale SW 30.3 72 2.9 293.6 Del. D19-42 48 
48 Geary HP 12×63 47 21.8 silty clay gray to blue gray, very hard shale SW 41.6 69 2.3 236.2 Del. 16-32 640 
49 Geary HP 12×63 60 16.37 silty clay tan to light gray, vuggy, hard shale SW 55.3 67 2.7 283.2 Del. 16-32 128 

qu–Unconfined compressive strength; qs–Unit skin friction at EOD from CAPWAP; qb–Unit end bearing at EOD from CAPWAP; RQD–Rock quality designation; LEMB–
Embedded pile length; LIGM–Embedded pile length in IGM; soil based shale (SS); bl–Pile hammer blow; w.–Weathered; Del.–Delmag; Pil.–Pileco; HW–Soft & highly 
weathered shale; MW–Moderately hard & weathered shale; SW–Hard & slightly weathered shale; a–Average value of all shale layers; and BC–Hammer blow count at EOD 
per 0.3m of penetration. 

 
Table 4.2  Range, mean, and standard deviation of mechanical properties of shales 

Shale type Qualitative description N qu (ksf) E (ksf) γ (lb/ft3) ω (%) RQD (%) Recovery 
(%) qs (ksf) 

Soil-Based Shale (SS) Clayey shale, silty shale, soft to 
hard 80 2.1-60 

12.7±12.1 
77.2-7660.8 
877±1368 

88.5-140.7 
110.8±10.2 

7.6-27.9 
18.8±5.2 

8-100 
77±22 

27-100 
96±12 

0.75-2.76 
1.65 ± 
0.65a 

Highly Weathered Shale (HW) Soft, highly weathered 42 2.1-3.47 
9.2±7.7 

48-3968 
490.8±620 

93.6-131.8 
103.1±8.3 

12.7-35.3 
24.7±4.4 

10-92 
70±21 

33-100 
91±17 

0.19-1.1 
0.58 ± 
0.27b 

Moderately Hard & 
Weathered Shale (MW) 

Moderately hard, weathered, and 
moderately weathered 43 2.1-155 

24.6±37 
52.2-11487 

1754.4±2822 
78.9-138.1 
110.1±13.4 

7.6-27.9 
18.8±5.2 

30-100 
81±17 

58-100 
96±8 

1.1-2.4 
1.61 ± 
0.33c 

Hard & Slightly Weathered 
Shale (SW) 

Hard, slightly weathered, and 
fresh 56 3.13-247 

73.5±66 
85.6-30699 
5998±7107 

96.8-143 
122.9±12.1 

7.2-21 
14.5±3.3 

45-100 
86±18 

55-100 
95±11 

2.4-3.78 
2.97 ± 0.4d 

N–Sample size; qu–Unconfined compressive strength; E–Modulus of elasticity; γ–Dry unit weight; ω –Water content; RQD–Rock Quality Designation; qs–Unit skin friction; 
a–Sample size 25; b–Sample size 16; c–Sample size 27 and d–Sample size 28. 
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4.3.2  Shale Properties 

KDOT has conducted extensive laboratory tests to measure qu, Young’s modulus (E), unit weight (γ), 
and water content (ω) of shales following the ASTM standard methods (2005). Similarly, rock quality 
designation (RQD) of rock cores is determined according to the ASTM (2002). Table 4.2 shows that 
the mean and standard deviation of qu, γ, and E of rock-based shales decreased from slightly to highly 
weathered conditions (i.e., Slightly Weathered, SW) shales exhibit higher mean qu, γ, and E than that 
of Moderately Weathered (MW) and Highly Weathered (HW) shales. This trend of properties is 
expected because the degree of weathering defined the decomposition of parent material in joints and 
presence of cracks in shale materials.  The higher degree of weathering meant the shale materials 
could be more porous and softer due to the weakening of grain-to-grain bonding. The growing 
microcracks led to rupture and produced local tensile stress in the shale material under compression. 
The mean shale properties decreased with the degree of weathering. The natural water content of rock-
based shales increased from slightly to highly weathered conditions, and HW shales had the highest 
mean water content of 24.7%. Similarly, the mean RQD values of rock-based shales decreased from 
86% of SW shales to 70% of HW shales, while the mean percent recovery did not show dependency 
on the weathering conditions. The upper and lower limits of qs suggest that the qs of HW shales should 
be less than 1.1 ksf, the qs of MW shales should be between 1.1 ksf and 2.4 ksf, and the qs of SW 
should be greater than 2.4 ksf. Hence, the rock-based shales can be objectively classified using the 
suggested qs ranges, mean RQD, qu, and E values (Table 4.2). 
 
The mean qu, γ, and E of SS shales are higher than that of HW, but lower than the MW and SW shales. 
The SS shale group contained soft to hard shales, which could be a possible reason for having higher 
qu than the HW shales. Furthermore, the SS shales are heavily over-consolidated and hardened during 
their geologic history through overlaying sediments (Bjerrum 1967; Mohamadi 2015).  From an 
extensive study of 121 samples of soil-based shales (geologic group Eagle Ford Shale), Hsu and 
Nelson (2002) reported that the qu of shales ranged from 9 to 120 ksf with an average 43 ksf.  Another 
study on slightly weathered clayey shale reported a wide range of qu from 42 to 167 ksf (Agung et al. 
2017). There are several factors, such as mineral constituents, formation, geologic history, which can 
influence the properties of SS shales.    
 
4.3.3  Stress Strain Behaviors 

The available stress-strain behaviors of SS, HW, MW, and SW shales under uniaxial compression are 
plotted in Figure 4.1. A total 31 samples of various shale groups are tested at a 0.5mm/min strain rate. 
The Young’s modulus, drop modulus (M), and failure strain, along with the pre-failure and post-
failure responses, are determined for each sample. The drop modulus described the post-failure 
behavior is estimated as the slope of a linear fit line in that region (Kivi et al. 2018; Tutluoğlu et al. 
2015). In the pre-failure region, some stress-strain curves of both SS and HW shales exhibited a 
nonlinear response initially followed by a linear-elastic region (Figure 4.1a and 4.1b). In the post-
failure region, these two shale groups behaved either almost elastic or perfectly plastic for small strain 
or more ductile failure with very low drop modulus. The drop modulus is compared with the Young’s 
modulus with an M/E ratio for each sample to evaluate brittle to ductile behaviors. The M/E value 
greater than one indicates a more brittle failure behavior, equal to one means elastic-perfectly plastic 
failure, and less than one indicates a more ductile failure behavior. The M/E ratios are always less than 
one for both SS and HW shales, which indicates less brittle and more ductile behavior. The mean void 
ratio (e) of 0.6 for SS shales is comparable to the mean e of 0.64 for HW shales.  
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The stress-strain response of MW and SW shales are shown in Figures 4.1c and 4.1d, respectively. 
The stress-strain curves initially exhibited nonlinear responses followed by linear elastically at a 
higher stress level. Immediately after reaching the peak stress, instantaneous stress drop occurred, 
which indicates more brittle failure behavior. The M/E ratios for all MW and SW shales are more than 
one, with average ratios of 1.9 and 2.1, respectively. The comparison of stress-strain results concluded 
that MW and SW shales exhibited brittle failures while the SS and HW shales exhibited more ductile 
failure behavior. The average e values of MW and SW shales are 0.47 and 0.43, respectively. The 
lower e values indicated that the MW and SW shales are stiffer and could fracture more easily than the 
SS and HW shales that are more flexible, deformable, and cannot easily fracture., 
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Figure 4.1  Stress–strain curves of (a) soil-based shale, (b) soft & highly weathered shale, 

(c) moderately hard & weathered shale, (d) hard & slightly weathered shale at their 
respective void ratios  

4.3.4  Young’s Modulus of Shale 

The logarithmic relationship given by Equation 4.1 between E and a ratio of qu to ω (%) is shown in 
Figure 4.2a for 1.7 ksf ≤ qu ≤ 272 ksf and 7.5 ≤ ω ≤ 35.3%. Statistical indices based on Akaike 
Information Criteria (AIC) and relative standard error (RSE) are included for comparison. This 
relationship suggested that a shale with a higher qu is stiffer and that the stiffness will be softened by 
the presence of water. The adverse effect of water content on the value of E for shale is attributed to 
weakening of intermolecular bonds, reduction of cemented quality, porosity, and grain size 
distribution (Cherblanc et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2017). The effect of qu and ω on E is similarly 
observed on shales considered as the bearing layer for drilled shafts (Stark et al. 2013).  
 

E� = 1173 �qu
ω
�
0.86

   (4.1) 

 
4.3.5  Unconfined Compressive Strength of Shale 

Figure 4.2b shows a logarithmic relationship between qu and ω, whereby the qu decreases with 
increase in ω. This relationship is expected because water changes the mineralogy and structure of 
shales, weakens cementing bonds, alters shale fabric, increases pore water pressure, and serves like a 
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lubricant during shearing that reduces both stiffness and strength (Talal 2013). Furthermore, softening 
and expansion of clay minerals in the presence of water contributed to the reduction in qu (Hawkins 
and McConnell 1992). In the absence of laboratory strength tests, ω (%) can be used as an index 
property to predict qu (ksf) by Equation 4.2. Figure 4.2b also shows the upper and lower bound of the 
95% prediction band. 

 

 
Figure 4.2  Relationships for (a) Young’s modulus based on the ratio of unconfined compressive 

strength qu to water content ω, (b) qu based on ω, and (c) qu based on SPT N-value 
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q�u = 670 e−w/4.56 (4.2) 

Figure 4.2c shows a positive relationship between qu and SPT N-value of shales obtained from KDOT, 
Montana Department of Transportation (MDT), and Wyoming Department of Transportation 
(WYDOT). A linear relationship between qu and N-value of IGMs had been suggested by researchers. 
Abu-Hejleh et al. (2005) proposed a linear equation (i.e., qu=0.26 N) for claystone using four data 
points collected from two boreholes at two bridge projects on drilled shafts in Colorado. Using 20 load 
test data on drilled shafts in shales from five bridge projects in Illinois, Stark et al. (2013) developed a 
linear equation (qu=0.078 NMSPT) to predict qu (ksf) using the N-value obtained from a modified 
standard penetration test (MSPT) that is explicitly described in Long (2016). Based upon our compiled 
shale data, Equation (4.3) is proposed for qu, ranging from 2 to 30 ksf for N-values from 23 to 200. 
Equation 4.3 is comparable to that by Stark et al. (2013). 
 

q�u = 0.094 N (4.3) 
 
Equation 4.3 can be applied to predict qu when intact and high-quality shales are difficult to sample for 
laboratory strength testing. Sampling challenges are exacerbated during a site investigation when the 
shale is highly weathered, moist, and disturbed by sampling.  
 
4.4  Development of Static Analysis Methods   

4.4.1  Unit Shaft Resistance Prediction  

The qs of each shale layer determined from CAPWAP (Table 4.1) is compared with the measured qu, 
which is the most widely measured shale property in current practice. Figure 4.3 shows the nonlinear 
and increasing relationship between qs and qu for four shale types based on the aforementioned 
classification criteria. The qs for SS increased rapidly with qu up to about 15 ksf and leveled off 
thereafter (Figure 4.3a). This behavior indicated the minimal effect of qu ≥ 15 ksf on qs. Similar 
behavior is observed in SW shales where qs increased rapidly with qu up to about 37 ksf (Figure 4.3d). 
The value of qs leveled off after a particular qu value is due to the relative deformation between pile 
and shale along the pile-shale interface. A softer shale (SS and HW shales) is more ductile or 
deformable and will experience a higher deformation, which caused full shaft resistance mobilization. 
A harder shale will have a higher strength for shaft resistance, but less deformability and will dilate 
and fracture during the relative movement leading to pile-shale slippage. Additionally, localized shear 
failure may occur at the pile-shale interface at higher qu. This behavior supported the findings of 
decreasing shear strength in steel-rock interface with increasing qu and decreasing steel roughness 
from the direct shear test of sandstone samples (Ziogos 2020). These similar observations in all shales 
suggested that qs will not increase indefinitely with qu and plastic behavior of shale that eventually 
governs the ultimate qs. Figure 4.3 also shows that the qs of rock-based shales decreased with an 
increase in weathering conditions (i.e., from slightly to highly weathered). This behavior is attributed 
to the decrease in qu and E of shales at higher weathering conditions (Table 4.2). A higher E reduced 
shale deformation, resulting in an increase in the lateral stress along the pile-shale interface. The 
maximum qs values from CAPWAP are 1.1, 2.3, and 3.78 ksf for HW, MW, and SW shales, 
respectively. The scatter of the measured qs values in all shale types (Figure 4.3) could be attributed to 
the heterogeneous nature and intrinsic variability of shale properties from weathering, joint conditions, 
and sampling disturbance. These heterogeneities are assessed using the power, reciprocal, logarithmic, 
and exponential models to develop predictions for qs (ksf) based on qu (ksf) for four shale types. The 
best model is selected based on the smallest RSE and AIC. It is important to note that these proposed 
SA equations (Equation 4.4 through 4.7) are applicable for 0.19 ksf ≤ qs ≤ 3.78 ksf and 2.18 ksf ≤ qu ≤ 
126 ksf and developed for a homogenous shale with no interbedded rock layers along a pile. 
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Figure 4.3  The unit shaft resistance of piles driven in: (a) soil-based shale, (b) soft & highly 

weathered shale, (c) moderately hard & weathered shale, (d) hard & slightly weathered 
shale 
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1.196 qu

(0.5 + qu)0.83 
 (4.6) 
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q�s(SW) =
2.62 qu

(0.467 + qu)0.945 
 (4.7) 

 
4.4.2  Unit End Bearing Prediction  

The measured qb used in this study is calculated by dividing CAPWAP end bearing with a box area of 
H-pile and a close-ended area of 12.75-in diameter shell pile using the CAPWAP estimated weight of 
test piles. The test piles data provided by KDOT suggested that MW and SW shales have higher qb 
than that of SS and HW shales due to having higher qu and E as shown in the Table 4.2. Moreover, the 
stress-strain behavior of MW and SW shales are similar in both the pre-failure and post-failure region 
(Figures 4.1c and 4.1d). Additionally, these two shale groups exhibited high drop modulus in the post-
failure region, which is an indication of brittle failure of these materials. On the other hand, SS and 
HW shales showed more ductile response in the post-failure region (Figures 4.1a and 4.1b). Table 4.2 
indicate that the SS and HW shales are softer than the MW and SW shales. It would be expected that a 
punching shear failure may occur in SS and HW shales due to lower stiffness. However, a general 
shear failure may be expected in MW and SW shales due to higher stiffness. Considering the strength 
and stress-strain response, shales are categorized into two types in the qb predictions: soil-based, soft 
& highly weathered (SS-HW) shales with most qb ≤ 150 ksf, and moderately hard to hard & weathered 
to slightly weathered (MW-SW) shales with most qb values greater than or equal to 150 ksf.  
 
The relationships between qb and qu are shown in Figure 4.4 for 20 test piles in SS-HW shales and 29 
test piles in MW-SW shales. Figure 4.4a shows a nonlinear and increasing relationship between qb and 
qu for SS-HW shales with 3 qb values slightly larger than 150 ksf. These 3 qb values are for harder and 
more-intact soil-based shale with qu and RQD greater than 24 ksf and 83%, respectively. Figure 4.4b 
shows that the qb of MW-SW shales increased rapidly with qu up to 37 ksf, and then the increase in qb 
reduced thereafter. These rapidly decreasing qb-qu trends suggested that either local failure or punching 
failure is more likely to occur in the shale beneath a pile tip. Table 4.1 shows that among 49 test piles, 
five rested on the SW shale reached to refusal (blow count greater than 120). This may cause partial 
mobilization of end bearing due to inadequate energy transferred during the dynamic tests. 
Consequently, the overall qb-qu trend showed a decreasing trend at higher qu. The ratios of qb to qu of 
SS-HW and MW-SW shales ranged from 3.55 to 21.76 and 2.44 to 80, respectively. The relatively 
high qb of MW-SW shales are due to the higher E and qu against shale deformation. The following 
prediction equations are proposed to predict qb (ksf) in terms of qu (ksf) for the two shale types. 
Equation 4.8 is applicable for 39 ksf ≤ qb ≤ 182 ksf and 3.23 ksf ≤ qu ≤ 52 ksf, and Equation 4.9 is 
applicable for 35 ksf ≤ qb ≤ 384 ksf and 3.23 ksf ≤ qu ≤ 124 ksf. Similarly, these equations are 
developed for a homogenous shale layer without any other interbedded rock layers within a distance of 
3 times of pile dimension below a pile tip. 

 
q�b(SS − HW) = 45.72 qu0.35 (4.8) 

 

q�b(MW− SW) =
190.64 qu

(1 + qu)0.88 (4.9) 

 
Although qb is influenced by qu, other factors such as frequency and inclination of fissures and joints 
and the nature of discontinuity can influence the end bearing of the pile in shale. The qb of a pile could 
be high if the shale is strong with closely spaced joints. However, shale with an open joint may fail by 
splitting due to the nonexistence of confining pressure, thus reducing qb. Consequently, it is 
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recommended to perform a pile restrike to confirm the target resistance if a pile is driven into a heavily 
jointed or steeply dipping shale formation (Tomlinson and Woodward 2014). 
 

 
Figure 4.4  Relationship between unconfined compressive strength and unit end bearing of piles 

driven into: (a) soil based, soft & highly weathered shale, (b) moderately hard to hard & 
weathered to slightly weathered shale. 

4.5  Validation of Proposed Static Analysis Methods   

4.5.1  Unit Shaft Resistance Prediction  

The performance of the proposed SA methods are evaluated by comparing the predicted resistances 
with the resistances determined from CAPWAP on 27 independent test piles and one static load test 
(pile ID 56) from four other DOTs and the literature (Long and Anderson 2012; Morton 2012). The 
pile, geomaterial, driving, hammer information, average shale properties, and average measured pile 
resistances of 28 independent test piles are summarized in Table 4.3. Among 28 piles, 27 are tested in 
16 counties and five states, and one is tested in Canada. The bearing layers included soil-based and 
highly weathered to slightly weathered shale, while the overburden layers consisted of sand and mixed 
soil. The 28 test piles comprised 18 H-piles, 8 OEP, and 2 CEP piles.  
 
Figure 4.5a compares the predicted qs from Equations (4.4) to (4.7) and measured qs from CAPWAP 
and SLT of 39 shale layers and highlights the applicable qs range between 0.19 and 3.78 ksf used in 
the development of the proposed prediction equations. The comparison showed that the proposed SA 
methods underpredicted qs for qs > 3.78 ksf. Considering all 39 shale layers, the SA methods 
underpredicted qs, on average, by about 26% (i.e., mean bias=1.36) and yielded a relatively high COV 
of 0.86, and the underprediction exacerbated at higher qs. If the SA methods are applied to the 
applicable qs range, the qs prediction improved with only an average 3% underprediction (mean 
bias=1.03) and a much lower COV of 0.36. The SA methods provided better qs predictions on H-piles 
than pipe piles with about an average 6% overprediction on H-piles and 19% underprediction on pipe 
piles. Figure 4.5a compares the predicted qs=2.46 ksf with the measured qs=2.53 ksf from the static 
load test on pile ID 56 of the Cerro Gordo 63 bridge in Adair County, Iowa. The subsurface profile 
consisted of silty clay, sand, glacial till, and a MW shale layer. The proposed method underpredicted 
the measured qs value by about 2.5%. 
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4.5.2  Unit End Bearing Prediction  

The performance of the proposed SA methods given by Equation 4.8 and Equation 4.9 for qb 
prediction are evaluated by comparing the predicted qb with the qb from CAPWAP analysis on 25 
independent test piles and one SLT on shale layers from three state DOTs and the literature (Long and 
Anderson 2012; Morton 2012). Figure 4.5b compares the predicted and measured qb and highlighted 
the applicable qb range between 35 and 384 ksf. The proposed SA methods overpredicted qb by about 
14%, on average, for all 26 data and 20% for 24 data within the applicable qb range. The mean bias of 
0.97 is closer to unity, and a smaller COV of 0.31 suggested that the SA methods provided better 
prediction of qb for H-piles than pipe piles. In fact, the SA methods overpredicted qb for  pipe piles by 
about 69%. Comparing with qb prediction on SS-HW and MW-SW shales, Equation 4.8 yields better 
prediction on SS-HW shales with a mean bias of 1.03 and a smaller COV of 0.33 compared with that 
for MW-SW shales with Equation 4.9. The predicted qb=85 ksf from the proposed equation is close to 
the measured qb=62 ksf from SLT. The difference is attributed to the full mobilization of qb during the 
dynamic testing. The proposed SA method for steel H-pile provided a reasonable prediction for qs and 
qb compared with that from CAPWAP and SLT. 
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Table 4.3  Summary of independent test pile data used in the validation study 
Pile 
ID Source County, State 

or Country Pile LEMB LIGM Over-
burden End bearing shale layer Shale 

Group qua RQDa qsa qb Pile BC 

50 IADOT Franklin HP 10×57 20.0 3.5 sand light gray, hard, slightly w. 
shale SW 491* 86 6.22 221.80 Del. D19-42 120 

51 

 
WYDOT 

Franklin HP 10×57 20.0 3.5 sand light gray, hard, slightly w. 
shale SW 11.5* 86 7.21 298.24 Del. D19-42 120 

52 Cerro Gordo HP 14×73 11.1 9.0 sand gray, slightly w. shale SW 4.39* NA 2.15 135.76 Del. D19-42 84 
53 Cerro Gordo HP 10×42 28.5 6.7 sand gray, slightly w. shale SW 8.14* NA NA 342.10 Del. D19-42 74 
54 Ottumwa HP 10×42 36.0 2.0 mixed gray, slightly w. shale SW 34.3* NA 2.28 526.10 Del. D19-42 151 
55 Adair HP 10×57 56.0 6.5 mixed Moderately w. shale MW 4.59 NA 3.11 54.72 Del. D22 156 
56 Adair HP 10×57 56.0 6.5 mixed Moderately w. shale MW 4.59 NA NA NA NA NA 
57 Plymouth HP 10×57 44.0 10.2 mixed dark gray firm to hard shale SW 14.2* NA 1.96 284.88 APE D19-42 53 
58 Warren HP 10×42 49.0 6.9 mixed Highly w. shale HW 14.2* NA 0.31 85.63 Del. D19-32 18 
59 Davis HP 14×88 21.7 3.4 mixed soft, clayey shale SS 1.04 NA 2.84 119.46 Del. D19-42 53 
60 Davis HP 14×117 26.0 5.0 mixed soft, maroon clayey shale SS 1.25 NA 1.82 148.91 Del. D19-42 160 
61 Hot Springs HP 14×73 27.0 13.5 sand hard slightly w. shale SW 170.63 72 3.59 293.02 ICE 42-S 263 
62  

ITD 
Natrona HP 14×117 20.0 0.5 mixed soft, highly w. shale HW 8.15 11 0.50 149.33 MVE D-19 120 

63 Lemhi HP 12×74 71.0 70.4 mixed moderately hard, w. shale MW 5.22* NA 0.54 NA ICE I-30-V2 61 
64  

MDT 
Lemhi HP 12×74 64.0 61.9 mixed dark, very soft-soft shale HW 7.31* NA 0.92 NA ICE I-30-V3 64 

65 Carbon HP 14×117 32.6 18.2 mixed moderately w. shale MW 8.56 NA 1.63 377.19 ICE 80S 156 
66 

 
Morton (2012) 

Teton 16"×0.75" OEP 26.6 13.0 gravel slightly w. shale SW 195.28 90 4.89 444.23 ICE I-36 240 
67 Roosevelt 16"×0.5" OEP 95.0 2.5 mixed gray, laminated, hard shale SW 6.06* 86 2.07 134.08 APE D36-26 74 
68 Roosevelt 16"×0.5" OEP 97.9 10.7 mixed gray, laminated, hard shale SW 6.06* 86 4.59 138.26 APE D36-26 192 
69 Roosevelt 16"×0.5" OEP 81.0 5.2 mixed gray, laminated, hard shale SW 7.31* 89 3.78 141.39 APE D36-26 109 
70 Musselshell 16"×0.5" OEP 32.7 21.3 mixed dark grey to grey, hard shale SW 13.16 70 3.45 139.10 Del. D19-32 160 
71 Valley 20"×0.5" OEP 93.8 8.9 mixed slightly w. shale SW 3.97 100 3.76 61.40 Del.D-46-42 31 
72 Valley 20"×0.5" OEP 91.8 7.2 mixed moderately w. shale MW 5.64 100 1.92 113.20 Del.D-46-32 29 
73 Phillips 20"×0.5" OEP 136.5 2.1 mixed dark gray, very hard shale SW 11.7* NA 3.34 57.43 ICE I-36 47 
74 Treasure 16" CEP 32.5 21.5 mixed dark grey to grey shale SW 6.26* NA 2.84 160.82 Del. D19-32 109 
75 Golden Valley 16" CEP 27.5 12.0 mixed dark grey, hard shale SW 13.78 55 2.51 238.72 ICE 42S 160 
76 Canada HP 14×117 NA NA NA dark shale, severely fractured HW 208.85 13 NA 279.86 NA 108 
77 L&A (2012) Illinois HP 14×117 15.0 2.0 mixed moderately w. shale MW 6.27 NA 0.84 169.59 NA NA 

50 IADOT Franklin HP 10×57 20.0 3.5 sand light gray, hard, slightly w. 
shale SW 491* 86 6.22 221.80 Del. D19-42 120 

qu–Unconfined compressive strength; *– estimated using Equation (3); qs–Unit skin friction; qb–Unit end bearing; RQD–Rock quality designation; LEMB–Embedded pile length; LIGM–Embedded 
pile length in IGM; bl–Pile hammer blow; L&A–Long and Anderson; w.–Weathered; Del.–Delmag; Pil.–Pileco; SS–Soil based shale; HW–Soft & highly weathered shale; MW–Moderately hard & 
weathered shale; SW–Hard & slightly weathered shale; NA–not available; a–Average value of all shale layers; and BC–Hammer blow count at EOD. 
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4.6  Change in Pile Resistance in Shale 

4.6.1  Change in Unit Shaft Resistance 

CAPWAP results at EOD and beginning of restrike (BOR) of 39 test piles conducted in Kansas, 
Wyoming, and Iowa are used to investigate the change in pile resistances in shales. The 39 test piles 
consisted of 33 H-piles, and six 12.75-inch diameter shells driven into 76 shale layers. The percent 
change in qs-t at an elapsed time (t) after EOD with respect to qs-to at EOD is plotted against t ranging 
from 0.25 hours to 25 hours on a logarithmic scale (Figure 4.6). Logarithmic time is selected 
following the pile response in fine-grained soil determined from past studies (Abu-Farsakh and Haque 
2020; Haque et al. 2017; Ng et al. 2013b). To compare the change in qs, a rate of change in qs with 
respect to t known as the A factor is determined using Equation 3.11 considering the initial time (to) at 
0.01 hour (Skov and Denver 1988) as shown in Table 4.4. A positive A factor indicated an increase in 
pile resistance with time known as pile setup, while a negative A factor indicated a decrease in pile 
resistance with time known as pile relaxation. A ratio of maximum pile hammer energy (EMX) at 
BOR to EMX at EOD is calculated for each event to evaluate the effect of hammer performance on the 
pile resistances determined from PDA testing. The EMX ratios, ranging from 0.94 to 1.23 at one 
standard deviation with an average ratio of 1.07 (Table 4.4), suggested that the hammer performance 
had little to no effect on the time-dependent pile resistances, and apparent pile setup or relaxation is 
not a concern in this study. 
 
Figure 4.6a indicated that the SS shale always exhibited a positive change in pile resistance or pile 
setup with an average A factor of 0.76. This is attributed to the presence of fine-grained soils in the SS 
shale, described as clayey shale and silty shale. Pile setup in SS shale is attributed to the dissipation of 
excess pore water pressure induced from pile installation that caused consolidation of SS shale along 
the pile and increased the effective stress with time. This phenomenon is similarly observed in fine-
grained soils (Long et al. 1999; Ng et al. 2013a; b). The qs in the SS shale increased, on average, by 
about 75% and 89% within 15 minutes and 24 hours, respectively after the EOD. The broad range of 
A factors summarized in Table 4.4, which changed in qs (Figure 4.6a), could be attributed to the range 
of permeability of SS shales resulting from geological processes (Neuzil 1994) that influenced the rate 
of pore water pressure dissipation and consolidation. 
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Table 4.4  Summary of setup factors for driven piles in shales  
Pile ID Pile End bearing layer Shale Group EOD BOR Setup factor, A 

BC Emax (kip-ft) BCa Emax (kip-ft) Shafta End bearing 
4 HP 12×63 gray, calcareous, slightly w. shale SW 160 22.90 480 22.09 0.06 -0.04 
6 HP 10×42 dark gray, clayey shale SS 28 16.20 32 17.66 0.21 0.89 
7 HP 12×53 shades of gray, silty shale SS 18 31.90 24 30.55 0.07 0.58 
8 HP 12×74 green gray, highly w. shale HW 27 31.20 34 37.46 0.39 0.35 
11 HP 10×42 Moderately hard, silty shale SS 53 20.70 80 22.08 0.59 0.08 
12 HP 12×84 hard, silty, gray shale SS 25 22.30 48 21.01 0.11 0.95 
13 HP 12×63 dark gray, banded, w. shale MW 36 18.60 80 20.88 1.87 0.15 
14 HP 10×42 dark gray to gray, w. shale MW 60 21.10 69 19.82 1.32 -0.01 
15 HP 12×53 dark gray, w. shale MW 30 22.40 53 20.97 0.16 0.47 
16 HP 10×42 gray, calcareous shale, slightly w. SW 192 19.20 240 20.56 0.1 0 
17 HP 12×63 gray, generally w. shale MW 24 35.20 30 38.06 0.11 0.88 
18 HP 10×42 gray to dark gray, w. shale MW 51 19.20 63 19.69 0.63 -0.28 
19 HP 12×74 dark gray to gray, w. shale MW 80 35.90 60 36.49 0.83 -0.16 
21 HP 12×63 gray, soft, highly w. shale HW 17 30.50 32 37.05 0.32 0.57 
22 HP 12×63 dark gray, silty, shale SS 25 34.70 32 37.30 0.11 0.63 
23 HP 12×74 gray, soft, highly w. shale HW 27 31.50 37 35.11 0.1 0.07 
24 HP 12×74 gray, soft, highly w. shake HW 23 22.30 37 25.18 0.03 0.22 
25 HP 12×74 gray, soft, highly w. to w. shale HW 27 27.00 33 26.68 -0.06 0.53 
26 HP 12×74 gray, soft, highly w. shale HW 26 26.70 46 29.09 0.17 0.31 
27 HP 12×63 clayey shale, firm SS 28 21.70 38 22.24 0.45 0.32 
29 HP 12×74 gray, soft, highly w. shale HW 52 24.50 960 30.10 0.15 0.23 
31 HP 12×63 gray, hard, slightly w., gypsum shale SW 26 29.70 35 29.30 0.93 -0.28 
34 HP 12×74 gray, soft, highly w. shale HW 28 26.40 44 25.45 0.75 0.15 
35 HP 12×74 clayey, gray, stiff to moderately hard shale SS 62 15.90 68 18.09 0.14 0.48 
36 12.75"D shell very dark gray, w. shale MW 60 14.30 96 17.07 0.34 0.11 
38 12.75"D shell very dark gray, w. shale MW 40 19.50 40 21.92 1.28 -0.06 
39 12.75"D shell very dark gray, w. shale MW 60 21.40 67 22.30 0.47 -0.15 
40 12.75"D shell very dark gray, w. shale MW 60 19.40 69 20.66 -0.56 0.07 
41 12.75"D shell very dark gray, w. shale MW 40 19.31 60 20.46 0.15 0.19 
42 12.75"D shell very dark gray, w. shale MW 90 14.90 160 17.86 0.19 0.1 
45 HP 12×63 clayey, gray with maroon mottling shale SS 102 18.30 120 17.20 0.36 0.76 
54 HP 10×42 gray, slightly w. shale SW 151 23.03 160 22.06 0.01 -0.02 
55 HP 10×57 Moderately w. shale MW 156 12.50 173 13.96 0.08 0.22 
56 HP 10×57 Moderately w. shale MW 68 15.80 120 19.00 0.39 -0.1 
57 HP 10×57 dark gray firm to hard shale SW 53 18.40 60 20.20 0.04 -0.04 
58 HP 10×42 Highly w. shale HW 18 15.77 120 19.32 1.59 1.71 
59 HP 14×117 soft, clayey shale SS 53 16.10 40 18.00 1.42 0.57 
60 HP 14×117 soft, maroon clayey shale SS 160 15.80 156 15.63 1.35 0.08 
61 HP 14×73 hard slightly w. shale SW 263 23.10 240 23.01 -0.1 -0.07 

SS–Soil based shale; HW–Soft & highly weathered shale; MW–Moderately hard & weathered shale; SW–Hard & slightly weathered shale; NA–not available; a–Average value of all shale layers; 
and BC–Hammer blow count and Emax– maximum hammer energy 
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Figure 4.5  Comparison of unit pile resistances from CAPWAP with (a) predicted unit skin frictions 

from Equations 4.4 to 4.7, and (b) unit end bearings from Equations 4.8 and 4.9 
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Shale qb (MPa) N Mean COV  
SS-HW 55-377 6 1.03 0.33 

MW-SW 55-377 18 0.82 0.45 
 
 

Pile qb (MPa)  N Mean COV 
All 55-526 26 0.88 0.45 
All 55-377 24 0.83 0.43 

H-Pile 55-377 15 0.97 0.31 
Pipe Pile 55-377 9 0.59 0.36 
 
 

All 0.23-7.2 39 1.36 0.86 
All 0.23-3.78 30 1.03 0.36 

H-Pile 0.23-3.78 21 0.94 0.41 
Pipe Pile 0.23-3.78 9 1.24 0.19 
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On the other hand, rock-based shales exhibited both pile setup and relaxation. Among the three rock-
based shales, piles in the HW shale exhibited the highest pile setup with an average A factor of 0.36 
(Figure 4.6b). Additionally, the qs in HW shale increased, on average, by 32% and 52% in 15 minutes 
and 24 hours, respectively. A slightly lower average A value of 0.22 (Figure 4.6c) is found on piles 
driven in MW shales due to more relaxation in MW shales. In contrast, piles driven in SW shales 
exhibited mostly relaxation with an average A factor of -0.004 and an average 6.5% decrease of qs in 
24 hours (Figure 4.6d). Figures 4.6b through 6d indicated that the average time-dependent qs changed 
from setup to relaxation from high to low degree of weathering (i.e., from HW to SW shales). This is 
likely due to the excess pore pressure dissipation and consolidation of HW shales leading to pile setup 
and shattering of some softer HW shales from pile driving leading to pile relaxation. The dilation of 
less weathered and stiffer MW and SW shales resulted in negative pore water pressure generation. The 
negative water pressure collected water toward the pile and softened the shales leading to pile 
relaxation. Furthermore, the high lateral stress possibly relieved around the disturbed zone, which 
resulted from displacement and dilation of less weathered and stiffer shales along the pile shaft due to 
pile driving (Hannigan et al. 2020; Samson and Authier 1986). Higher dilation and relief of lateral 
stress in SW and MW shales are attributed to higher stiffness (Table 4.2 and Figure 4.1). Therefore, 
relaxation and setup should be cautiously considered during pile design in rock-based shales, and pile 
construction control should be performed to evaluate the time-dependent pile shaft resistances in rock-
based shales. 
 
4.6.2  Change in Unit End Bearing  

The percent change in qb with t in a logarithmic scale is shown in Figure 4.7. Piles driven in the SS and 
HW shales exhibited setup in all cases due to higher compressibility and lower stiffness that caused 
less pile rebound during driving. Additionally, the pile driving created instantaneous excess pore water 
pressure followed by dissipation that led to consolidation and an increase in effective shale strength. 
The SS shale exhibited more setup than HW shale for 15 minutes and 24 hours (Figure 4.7a and 4.7b), 
and the average A factor 0.53 of SS shales is slightly higher than the 0.46 of HW shales. However, 
according to the four steel H-piles driven in HW shales reported by Hannigan et al. 
(2020), qb relaxation is reported with an average A factor of -0.08. Although the magnitude of this 
relaxation A factor is relatively small, considering that qb setup in pile design should be accompanied 
with construction control to evaluate the time-dependent qb during construction. 
 
Piles driven in the MW and SW shale experience both setup and relaxation in qb (Figure 4.7c and 
4.7d). An average setup factor of 0.11 is determined for piles in MW shales with an average 34% 
increase in qb at 24 hours after the EOD. However, an average relaxation factor of 0.07 is determined 
for piles in SW shales with an average 14% relaxation in qb at 24 hours after the EOD. Figure 4.7c and 
4.7d clearly indicated that SW shales exhibited more prominent relaxation than MW shales. This 
behavior is attributed to higher stiffness of SW shales that led to pile rebound during driving and 
created a gap between the pile toe and SW shale. From the case study of the pile in weak rock, Peiris 
et al. (2010) and Samson and Authier (1986) reported that piles driven through lower shaft resistance 
grounds into higher end bearing layer are more susceptible to relaxation, which could be a possible 
reason for relaxation in MW and SW shales. Furthermore, relaxation could result from shale softening 
from water migrating to pile toe resulting from the development of  negative pore water pressure 
induced by the fracturing of shale, possible disturbance of weak planes such as joints and steep 
bedding plane, and foliation angle (Hannigan et al. 2020; Poon et al. 2017). The relaxation A factors 
of -0.07 for SW shale for H-piles match well with that determined for H-piles from Hannigan et al. 
(2020). This agreement strongly suggested that piles driven in SW shales likely experience relaxation 
in qb and construction control should be included to determine the relaxation in end bearing. 
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Figure 4.6  Percent change in the unit shaft resistance with time in logarithmic scale: (a) SS shale, 

(b) HW shale, (c) MW shale, (d) SW shale 
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Figure 4.7  Percent change in the unit end bearing with time in logarithmic scale: (a) SS shale,  

(b) HW shale, (c) MW shale, (d) SW shale 
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5. IMPROVE WAVE EQUATION ANALYSIS 
 
5.1  Introduction  

Shale is a commonly encountered argillaceous bedrock that supports heavy structures such as bridges. 
Shale is a transition geomaterial harder than soil and softer than rock, and has been considered as a 
problematic material due to its degradation of shear strength and shrink-swell potential (Yagiz 2001). 
Furthermore, challenges with characterizing shale properties are often encountered due to the 
difficulties with classifying, sampling, and testing shales (Martin 2015). The absence of reliable design 
methods and measured shale properties has hindered the accurate prediction of geotechnical resistance 
of driven piles in shale (Terente et al. 2015). Although Adhikari et al. (2020b) and Irvine et al. (2015) 
have developed recommendations for piles in weak rocks, static analysis methods for  predicting pile 
resistances in shale during a design stage have yet to be established. Treating shale as a soil-like 
material results in underprediction of pile resistances and could lead to several construction challenges 
such as early pile refusal and pile damage (Ng et al. 2019, n.d.; Ng and Sullivan 2017a; b). Pile 
performance in shale is often evaluated during the construction stage using dynamic testing, including 
the Pile Driving Analyzer (PDA) along with signal matching analysis using Case Pile Wave Analysis 
Program (CAPWAP) (Long 2016). However, the signal matching analysis cannot be performed unless 
a test or production pile is instrumented with PDA sensors and driven by a pile hammer during 
construction. To determine a desired penetration depth that achieves a target pile resistance prior to 
construction, pile driving analysis using the 1D Wave Equation Analysis Program (WEAP) has been 
conducted to establish pile driving and acceptance criteria. Furthermore, because of the higher cost 
associated with conducting a pile load test, WEAP has been widely used as an economical 
construction control method. 
 
Goble and Rausche (1976) developed the WEAP program, while Hirsch et al. (1976) developed the 
Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) program, based on a mathematical model for 1D wave 
propagation proposed by Smith (1960). This type of program simulates pile penetration for each 
hammer blow and determines ultimate pile resistance (RU), compressive and tensile stresses in a pile, 
pile drivability, and pile integrity through the modeling of driving system, pile, and geomaterials. The 
bearing graph is one of the essential outputs of WEAP that determines the RU as a function of blow 
count. The bearing graph is influenced by pile type, driving system, percent and distribution of shaft 
resistance, and the dynamic soil parameters: damping and quake (Adhikari et al. 2019; Ashford and 
Jakrapiyanun 2001; Bartoskewitz and Coyle 1970; Korb and Coyle 1969; Pile Dynamics 2010). The 
establishment of pile acceptance criteria depends on proper selection of damping and quake values in 
the bearing graph analysis. While the modeling of pile and driving systems has been well studied, 
damping and quake values are neither intrinsic geomaterial properties nor measurable from laboratory 
tests. Using historical pile load test data, damping and quake values have been developed for piles in 
soils, but not for shales. 
 
Pile drivability on soil has been extensively investigated to predict geotechnical resistance and 
distribution, pile stress, hammer blow count, and hammer performance during pile installation 
(Doherty and Igoe 2013; Rausche et al. 2009; Schneider and Harmon 2010). Past studies followed a 
back-analysis procedure to determine dynamic soil parameters by matching the RU from WEAP with 
the measured pile resistance from static load tests (Coyle et al. 1973; Raines et al. 1992; Rausche et al. 
1997) or dynamic load tests (Iskander and Stachula 2002; Ta and Hammann 2013). Adhikari et al. 
(2019) evaluated the performance of WEAP on 26 H-piles driven into soil-based IGM and rock-based 
IGMs that include mostly sandstone and claystone. The toe quake value is recommended as a ratio of 
pile dimension (D) to 120 for piles driven into the soil-based IGMs and 0.04 inches for piles driven 
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into rock-based IGM (Adhikari et al. 2019). However, none of these studies provides recommended 
damping and quake values for driven piles in shale.  

 
A comprehensive wave equation analysis of piles driven in shale is developed using GRLWEAP 
software version 2010-4. A parametric study is conducted to determine the influence of quake and 
damping on the pile responses in shale. The shaft damping (Js) and toe damping (Jt) factors for shales 
are back-calculated using 32 test pile data from Kansas, USA, by matching pile resistances from 
WEAP and CAPWAP. The performance of WEAP based on our proposed damping factors is 
evaluated using 46 test pile data from Kansas, Wyoming, and Iowa. Load and Resistance Factor 
Design (LRFD) resistance factors and efficiency factors for the default and two proposed WEAP 
methods are calibrated for piles in shales using three probability-based methods to achieve target 
reliability indices. Finally, an economic impact study demonstrated the additional costs incurred using 
the default WEAP method and the economic benefits of the proposed WEAP methods. The SI version 
of this chapter can be found in the article published by Islam et al. (2022).  
 
5.2  Summary of Test Pile Data 

A total of 71 historical test pile data from 16 different bridges of nine projects in Kansas constructed 
from 2010 through 2017 are collected from KDOT. Of the 71 test piles, 32 steel H-piles summarized 
in Table 5.1 are usable with complete pile, geomaterial, hammer, driving, and load test information for 
WEAP analysis. The overburden soil layers include sand, clay, silt, and mixed soil, and all the bearing 
layers are shale. Furthermore, the shale layers are classified as soil-based shales and rock-based shales 
(soft to hard and slightly weathered to highly weathered shales) based on the weathering conditions 
described in bore log reports. The unconfined compressive strengths (qu) of shale layers vary between 
3.02 ksf and 52.3 ksf, total pile embedment lengths (LEMB) from 33 to 105 ft, and pile penetrations in 
shale (LShale) from 3.4 to 30.1 ft. All test piles are driven using diesel hammers with stroke heights (hs) 
varying from 5.5 to 9 ft and blow counts at the end of driving (EOD) from 17 to 640 blows per ft.   
 
5.3  Prediction Study  

A detailed parametric study is conducted to investigate the effect of input parameters on the bearing 
graph and RU determination. Figure 5.1 shows a typical hammer-pile-geomaterial profile and the 
default inputs used in this prediction study. A steel HP 12×74 pile with a total pile length of 60 ft is 
used. Moreover, no soil plugging is assumed for steel H-piles in the analysis. The overburden layer 
consists of sand with SPT (standard penetration test) N-value of 30, and the bearing layer is a 
moderately weathered shale (MW) with a qu value of 84 ksf. The default WEAP predicts the unit shaft 
resistance (qs) of the sand layer using the relationship: 𝑞𝑞�𝑠𝑠 = 𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛(𝛿𝛿)𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣′ , where ko is the coefficient 
of lateral earth pressure at rest, δ is the pile-geomaterial friction angle, and 𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣′  is the effective vertical 
stress (Pile Dynamics 2010). The qs and unit end bearing (qb) of the MW shale layer are predicted 
using the proposed Equations 3 and 6, respectively (Islam 2021), and manually input into WEAP. The 
WEAP generated 50% shaft resistance along the total pile length as shown in the Figure 5.1. A 
Delmag D30-32 hammer with 80% hammer efficiency, ram weight (WR) of 6.6 kips, and hs of 6.5 ft is 
used to generate the bearing graph. The hammer cushion area of 226 inches2 and helmet weight of 
1.94 kips are used as per manufacturer recommendations. The analysis is conducted at a fixed hs with 
the variable pressure adjustment option available in WEAP. The program iteratively adjusts 
combustion pressure in such a way that the upstroke equals the down stroke (Pile Dynamics 2010). 
The dynamic soil parameters generated by the WEAP are shown in Figure 5.1. During the study, only 
one parameter is changed at a time while other parameters remained constant.  
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Figure 5.2 shows the effect of damping factors and quake values on the bearing graph and RU 
determination as a function of blow count. Figures 5.2a and 5.2b show that the RU increases with the 
decrease in Js and Jt of shale from 0.2 s/ft to 0.05 s/ft for the same blow count. This observation agrees 
with this relationship: total pile resistance = dynamic pile resistance + static RU. The dynamic soil 
resistance decreases proportionally with the decrease in damping factors and yields a higher static RU 
for the same total pile resistance. Figure 5.2c shows that shale with smaller shaft quake (Qs), indicating 
a stiffer geomaterial, exhibits a higher shaft resistance along the pile and results in a higher RU for the 
same blow count (Authier and Fellenius 1980). On the other hand, Figure 5.2d shows a minimal effect 
of toe quake (Qt) on the bearing graph because of the 50% shaft resistance used in this study. 
However, the effect of Qt could be more prominent on the end bearing piles where most of the 
resistance acts along the pile toe compared with the friction piles where most of the resistance acts 
along the shaft (Hannigan et al. 2006). The toe quake is not only a function of pile size and material, 
but also depends on the densification or loosening due to driving, geomaterial stiffness, and strength 
(Rausche et al. 2008). The effect of dynamic parameters on the wave equation results highly depends 
on the percent shaft resistance. For friction piles, emphasis should be given on the selection of shaft 
quake and shaft damping rather than the toe quake and toe damping. The above parametric study 
shows that the dynamic soil parameters, except Qt, influence the bearing graph and RU prediction for 
piles with 50% or more shaft resistance and other details of the hammer-pile-soil conditions analyzed. 

 
 

 

Pile Section  HP 12×74 
Hammer Type Delmag D30-32 
Hammer Cushion Area 226 in2 
Hammer Cushion Modulus    100 ksi 
Hammer Cushion Thickness   4.25 in 
Helmet Weight 1.94 kips 
Stroke Height (hs) 6.5 ft 
Overburden Layer Sand 
Shaft Damping (Js) 0.05 s/ft 
Toe Damping (Jt)     0.15 s/ft 
Shaft Quake (Qs) 01 in 
Toe Quake (Qt) 01 in 
Shaft Resistance 50% 
End Bearing 50% 

Figure 5.1 A pile-geomaterial profile and default values used in the prediction study 
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Figure 5.2  Effect of (a) shaft damping Js, (b) toe damping Jt, (c) shaft quake Qs, and (d) toe quake Qt 

on the ultimate pile resistance prediction from the bearing graph analysis 

5.4  Proposed WEAP Methods   

A back-analysis procedure is adopted to develop recommended damping factors for steel H-pile in 
shale by matching WEAP predicted RU for the observed blow count with the pile resistance 
determined from CAPWAP. A total 32 usable test pile data collected from Kansas are used in this 
study (Table 5.1). The hammer models provided in KDOT reports are used while helmet weight, pile 
cushion, and hammer cushion are selected as per manufacturer recommendations. The N-value based 
(SA) procedure is adopted in this study as it allows direct input of geomaterial properties and gives a 
more detailed distribution of static resistance than the soil type based (ST) method. Two WEAP 
methods, denoted as WEAP-SA-R and WEAP-UW-R, are proposed using the recommended back-
calculated damping factors for shale. The RU results from those methods are compared with those from 
the current default geomaterial input procedure and dynamic parameters in WEAP, denoted as WEAP-
SA-D. 
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Table 5.1  Summary of 32 historical steel H-pile data from Kansas and results of WEAP analysis 

Pile 
ID 

County 
in 

Kansas 

Steel H-
pile 

Pile 
location 

LEMB 
(ft) 

LShale 
(ft) 

Overburden 
geomaterial 

Shale 
Type 

qua 
(ksf) 

RQD 
(%) 

Pile 
hammer 

hs 
(ft) 

Blow 
count  

at EOD 
(bl/ft) 

Rtc 
(kips) 

Static Pile Resistance Back-calculated Js or 
Jt (s/ft) WEAP-SA-

R WEAP-UW-R 

Rst 
(kips) 

% 
Shaft Rst (kips) % 

Shaft 
WEAP-
SA-R 

WEAP-
UW-R 

1 

Sedg-
wick 

12×63 A-1 81 12.1 sand SW 27.33 76 Pil. D30-32 7.5 87 479 419 84 716 61 0.131 0.117 
2 10×42 P-2-SB 80 6.3 mixed SS 6.87 92 Del. D19-32 5.5 28 190 263 92 302 84 0.135 0.11 
3 12×53 P-3 73 9.8 sand SS 3.5 76 Del. D30-02 8.7 18 286 255 91 268 78 0.153 0.146 
4 12×74 P-6A 69 10.2 sand SS 7.26 84 Del. D30-02 8.5 20 311 271 86 319 76 0.111 0.098 
5 12×53 A-2 87 20.8 mixed SS 9.2 77 Pil. D30-32 7 40 325 344 88 402 81 0.297 0.266 
6 10×42 A-1 80 4.96 Clayey sand SS 8.1 86 Del. D16-32 8 53 285 248 90 277 82 0.103 0.105 
7 12×84 P-3 33 11.1 sand SS 37.56 69 Pil. D30-32 6.5 25 342 141 50 273 59 0.044 0.044 
8 12×63 P-4A 68 6.4 mixed MW 18.3 90 Del. D30-02 8 36 341 276 75 286 69 0.187 0.181 
9 10×42 A-1-NB 105 18.2 sand MW 6.82 85 Del. D19-32 7.25 60 249 477 91 589 75 0.12 0.118 

10 12×53 P-1 73 3.4 Clayey sand MW 6.95 86 Del. D30-02 7 30 279 258 88 442 52 0.128 0.108 
11 12×63 P-6 68 16.2 sand MW 4.88 76 Del. D30-02 8.75 24 411 241 91 485 59 0.01 0.025 
12 10×42 P-1-NB 84 11 sand MW 17.03 87 Del. D19-32 6.5 51 280 300 85 485 65 0.052 0.095 
13 12×74 P-6B 70 11.8 sand MW 7.26 84 Del. D30-02 8.75 80 544 276 87 468 53 0.086 0.086 
14 12×74 P-2 47 26.8 sand SW 19.64 78 Pil. D30-32 7.75 34 531 207 66 453 79 0.028 0.028 
15 12×63 P-2 59 12.03 sand HW 7.65 85 Pil. D30-32 8.3 17 270 218 84 273 73 0.2735 0.2 
16 12×63 P-9 58 16.5 mixed SS 3.02 89 Pil. D30-32 7.2 25 421 275 53 352 52 0.12 0.022 
17 12×74 P-5 46 18.9 sand HW 6.9 70 Pil. D30-32 7.8 27 330 161 80 182 60 0.171 0.145 
18 12×74 P-7 45 16.7 sand HW 6.7 98 Pil. D30-32 7.2 23 318 150 79 184 60 0.081 0.084 
19 12×53 P-1 53 8.66 mixed HW 8.6 35 Pil. D30-32 6.5 27 333 265 85 279 72 0.12 0.112 
20 12×74 P-3 61 19.76 sand HW 4.531 86 Pil. D30-32 7.3 26 337 234 92 276 76 0.128 0.122 
21 12×63 P-10 47 15.8 sand SS 6.1 84 Pil. D19-42 8.25 28 338 348 35 290 76 0.058 0.058 
22 12×74 P-11 50 16.6 mixed MW 4.57 67 Pil. D19-42 8.5 32 326 167 91 160 58 0.093 0.092 
23 12×74 P-6 35 14.9 sand HW 20.7 87 Pil. D30-32 7 52 447 146 55 157 45 0.081 0.081 
24 12×63 P-4 50 11.5 mixed MW 3.93 89 Pil. D30-32 7.2 34 391 170 90 331 44 0.119 0.102 
25 12×63 P-4 52 25.9 mixed SW 6.64 93.8 Pil. D30-32 7.2 26 349 196 85 369 42 0.079 0.089 
26 12×74 P-8 61 20.5 mixed MW 6.76 NA Pil. D30-32 8 34 513 454 38 525 58 0.085 0.054 
27 12×74 P-5 54 20.7 mixed HW 5 78 Pil. D30-32 8.2 28 348 238 71 391 48 0.134 0.134 
28 Clay 12×74 P-2 58.4 30.1 mixed SS 40.6 66 Del. D19-42 9 62 355 284 75 443 75 0.264 0.168 
29 Barton 12×63 P-2 72 25.24 silty clay SS 12.38 96 Del. D19-42 8 102 264 401 84 466 82 0.175 0.175 
30 10×42 A-1 82 17.3 mixed SS 9.11 36 Del. D19-42 7 46 245 400 93 439 88 0.071 0.071 
31 Geary 12×63 P-1 47 21.8 Silty clay SW 41.67 70 Del. 16-32 7.25 640 448 238 71 406 73 0.157 0.126 
32 12×63 A-1 60 16.37 Silty clay SW 52.3 70 Del. 16-32 9 128 413 302 77 422 73 0.009 0.057 

A-Abutment; P-Pier; UW-Static analysis equations for shales proposed by authors; SA- SPT N-value based input procedure; D-WEAP default damping factors; R-
Recommended damping factors; qu-unconfined compressive strength; RQD-Rock quality designation; LEMB-embedded pile length; LShale-embedded pile length in shale; Rtc-
Total pile resistance from CAPWAP; Rst- Static resistance from drivability analysis; Del.-Delmag hammer; Pil.-Pileco hammer; hs-Stroke height; SS-Soil based shale; HW-
Soft & highly weathered shale; MW-Moderately hard & weathered shale; SW-Hard & slightly weathered shale; Js-Shaft damping factor of shale; Jt-Toe damping factor of 
shale; and a –Average value of all shale layers. 
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Table 5.2  Mean and one standard deviation of recommended damping factor of shales 

Shale type Sample size WEAP-SA-R WEAP-UW-R 
Soil-based Shale (SS) 11 0.139 ±0.08 0.115 ±0.02 

Highly Weathered Rock-based Shale (HW) 7 0.141 ±0.07 0.125 ±0.04 
Moderately Hard & Weathered Rock-based Shale (MW) 9 0.098 ±0.05 0.096 ±0.04 

Hard & Slightly Weathered Rock-based Shale (SW) 5 0.081 ±0.06 0.083 ±0.04 
UW-Static analysis equations for shales proposed by authors; SA-SPT N-value based input procedure; and R-Recommended damping factors. 
 
Table 5.3  Summary of measured and predicted pile resistances in kips for three WEAP methods 

Pile ID Steel H-pile Pile location Shale 
type 

qua 
(ksf) 

Blow count  
at EOD 
(bl/ft) 

Driving hammer 
WEAP-SA-R WEAP-UW-R WEAP-SA-D Rtc 

(kips) Rst 
(kips) 

RU1S 
(kips) 

Rst 
(kips) 

RU2S 
(kips) 

Rst 
(kips) 

Js 
s/ft 

RUR 
(kips) 

1 12×63 A-1 SW 27.36 87 Del. D 30-32 419 487 716 491 419 0.076 494 323 
2 10×42 P-2-SB SS 6.89 28 Del. D 19-32 263 198 302 189 263 0.071 188 190 
3 12×53 P-3 SS 3.55 18 Del. D 30-02 255 319 268 297 255 0.088 275 286 
4 12×74 P-6A SS 7.31 20 Del. D 30-02 276 326 325 300 276 0.088 278 311 
5 12×53 A-2 SS 9.19 40 Del. D 30-02 344 402 402 376 344 0.103 362 325 
6 10×42 A-1 SS 8.15 53 Del. D 16-32 248 284 277 284 248 0.063 299 285 
7 12×84 P-3 SS 37.59 25 Del. D 30-02 141 325 273 265 141 0.152 238 342 
8 12×63 P-4A MW 18.38 36 Del. D 30-02 276 382 286 371 276 0.088 346 341 
9 10×42 A-1-NB MW 6.89 60 Del. D 30-32 477 287 589 279 477 0.085 293 249 
10 12×53 P-1 MW 6.89 30 Del. D 30-02 258 327 442 302 258 0.061 312 279 
11 12×63 P-6 MW 4.80 24 Del. D 30-02 241 370 485 339 241 0.119 291 411 
12 10×42 P-1-NB MW 17.13 51 Del. D 30-32 300 283 485 263 300 0.077 264 280 
13 12×74 P-6B MW 7.31 80 Del. D 30-02 276 564 468 538 276 0.088 516 544 
14 12×74 P-2 SW 19.63 34 Del. D 30-02 207 527 453 437 207 0.18 323 495 
15 12×63 P-2 HW 7.73 17 Pil. D30-32 218 363 273 324 218 0.1 286 270 
16 12×63 P-9 SS 2.92 25 Pil. D30-32 271 366 352 323 271 0.128 291 421 
17 12×74 P-5 HW 6.89 27 Pil. D30-32 238 398 216 318 238 0.169 296 330 
18 12×74 P-7 HW 6.68 23 Pil. D30-32 150 330 184 288 150 0.16 244 318 
19 12×53 P-1 HW 8.56 27 Pil. D30-32 259 351 279 325 259 0.08 309 333 
20 12×74 P-3 HW 4.59 26 Pil. D30-32 237 371 277 325 237 0.137 295 337 
21 12×63 P-10 SS 6.06 28 Pil. D30-32 348 456 290 389 348 0.139 346 338 
22 12×74 P-11 MW 4.59 32 Pil.D30-32 167 387 160 328 167 0.145 259 326 
23 12×74 P-6 HW 20.68 52 Pil. D30-32 146 521 157 429 146 0.158 382 447 
24 12×63 P-4 MW 3.97 34 Pil. D30-32 170 455 331 397 170 0.124 344 391 
25 12×63 P-4 SW 6.68 26 Pil. D30-32 196 407 369 354 196 0.168 261 349 
26 12×74 P-8 MW 6.68 34 Pil. D30-32 209 534 525 448 209 0.139 368 513 
27 12×74 P-5 HW 5.01 28 Pil. D30-32 238 399 391 337 238 0.169 301 348 
28 12×74 P-2 SS 40.52 62 Del. D 19-42 284 454 443 392 284 0.153 392 355 
29 12×63 P-2 SS 12.32 102 Del. D 19-42 401 353 466 342 401 0.183 322 264 
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30 10×42 A-1 SS 9.19 46 Del. D 19-42 400 239 439 231 400 0.138 237 245 
31 12×63 P-1 SW 41.77 640 Del. D 16-32 238 468 406 457 238 0.2 362 448 
32 12×63 A-1 SW 52.21 128 Del. D 16-32 302 421 422 421 302 0.2 341 413 
33 14×73 P-1 SS 39.26 87 APE 19-42 478 452 488 436 455 0.091 457 311 
34 12×63 P-3 SW 124.06 120 Del. D 12-42 238 371 565 394 238 0.192 325 475 
35 10×42 A-2 SW 124.06 59 Del. D 19-42 232 254 458 262 239 0.164 236 329 
36 12×63 P-1 SW 125.94 160 Del. D 12-42 252 356 562 378 252 0.162 320 483 
37 12×74 P-2 HW 5.85 27 Del. D 30-02 257 341 302 341 257 0.079 323 413 
38 10×42 A-1-SB SW 17.13 192 Del. D 19-32 491 268 672 264 491 0.083 294 336 
39 12×74 P-8 SW 2.92 16 Pil. D30-32 587 278 201 242 587 0.154 198 372 
40 12×53 A-1 SW 30.28 48 Del. D 19-42 165 214 205 216 165 0.2 209 341 

41W 14×73 B-2 MW 7.10 263 ICE 42-S 159 571 541 488 159 0.177 479 337 
42 W 14×89 P-1 SS 8.15 120 MVE D-19 73 639 93 570 73 0.068 397 500 
43I 10×57 A-4 SW 11.49 120 Del.  D19-42 65 477 417 414 65 0.173 333 413 
44 I 10×57 A-5 SW 59.52 120 Del.  D19-42 65 477 417 414 65 0.173 333 436 
45 I 10×42 North A. SW 28.40 160 Del. D19-42 110 487 263 493 110 0.2 350 617SLT 
46 I 10×57 East A. MW 4.59 173 Del.  D22 155 361 286 366 155 0.149 331 306SLT 

A-Abutment; P-Pier; UW-Static analysis equations for shales proposed by authors; qu-unconfined compressive strength; SA-SPT N-value based input procedure; D-WEAP 
default damping factors; R-Recommended damping factors; Rtc-Total pile resistance from CAPWAP or SLT; RU-Ultimate pile resistance predicted from WEAP; Rst-Static 
resistance from drivability analysis; Js-Shaft damping; Del.-Delmag hammer; Pil.-Pileco hammer; ICE-International Construction Equipment; SS-Soil based shale; HW-Soft & 
highly weathered shale; MW-Moderately hard & weathered shale; SW-Hard & slightly weathered shale; 1-Mean shaft & toe damping for WEAP-SA-R method from Table 5.2; 
2-Mean shaft & toe damping for WEAP-UW-R method from Table 5.2; R-WEAP generated; S-Shaft and toe quake=2.5 mm; W-Wyoming, I-Iowa; SLT-Static load test  and a –
Average value of all shale layers.
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In the proposed WEAP-SA-R, the static resistance (Rst) is predicted using geomaterial properties from 
the SA method. The bearing graph is generated using the proportional shaft resistance and end bearing 
based procedure available in WEAP. The SPT N-value and unit weight are input for cohesionless soil, 
and undrained shear strength (su) is input for cohesive soil. Shale is treated as a fine-grained, clastic 
sedimentary rock consisting of clay, and qu is input in the WEAP. A constant Qs=0.1 inch is chosen for 
both soils and shale in this study because it falls within the Qs range proposed by Forehand and Reese 
(1964) and Ramey and Hudgins (1977) in their parametric studies and is recommended in WEAP for 
all soils (Schneider and Harmon 2010; Smith et al. 2011; Stevens et al. 1982). Since steel H-piles are 
assumed as non-displacement piles with no soil plugging, and the percent shaft resistances are mostly 
greater than 50% (Table 5.1), a constant Qt=0.1 inch is chosen for shale, which has little effect on the 
bearing graph and is recommended in Pile Dynamics Inc. (2010). Moreover, the toe resistance is 
calculated using the steel H-pile toe area rather than the plugged area. For the overburden soil layers, 
individual Js factors, 0.2 s/ft for clay, 0.15 s/ft for silt and 0.05 s/ft for sand/gravel, are assigned to each 
corresponding soil layer via the variable damping input option in WEAP. The remaining Js and Jt of 
the shale layer are back-calculated by matching the RU determined from the bearing graph analysis 
based on a field measured blow count with the pile resistance obtained from CAPWAP until their 
difference is less than 0.1%. The matching procedure yielded a different combination of Js and Jt 
values for shale while achieving the same target pile resistance in WEAP. Hence, this study 
recommends the same Js and Jt in the shale layer (Js=Jt) to facilitate the application of the proposed 
WEAP method while improving the RU prediction. In the proposed WEAP-UW-R, the same damping 
input options for soils are used, and Qs=Qt=0.1 inch is assumed for soils and shale. However, the 
proposed Equations (4.4) through (4.7) are applied in terms of qu to predict qs for four shale types 
(Islam 2021). The shales are classified into four types, such as soil-based shale (SS), soft & highly 
weathered shale (HW), moderately hard & weathered shale (MW), and hard & slightly weathered 
shale (SW), following visual description of shales from the borehole reports of 49 historical test pile 
data collected from KDOT. The weathering conditions in these shale groups are quantitatively defined 
as highly weathered, moderately weathered, and slightly weathered in the borehole reports. Equations 
4.8 and 4.9 are applied in terms of qu to predict qb for soil-based, soft & highly weathered (SS-HW) 
shale, and moderately hard to hard & weathered to slightly weathered (MW-SW) shale, respectively. 
Equations 4.4 through 4.9 are applicable for qu values ranging from 2.1 to 126 ksf and steel H-piles. 
The predicted qs and qb in the shale layer are inputted manually into WEAP using the SA method 
during the bearing graph analysis. The same Js and Jt of shale is back-calculated for each test pile by 
matching the RU determined from the bearing graph analysis with the pile resistance from CAPWAP. 
During the application of the proposed WEAP-SA-R and WEAP-UW-R methods, the back-calculated 
Js for shale (Table 5.2) and default Js for overburden soils can be assigned via the variable damping 
input option in WEAP. Alternatively, a weighted average shaft damping factor (Js-ave) can be 
calculated using Equation 5.1 with respect to the shaft resistance (Rs-i) of each geomaterial layer i and 
assigned as a single value in the bearing graph analysis. 

 

Js−ave =
∑ Rs−i × Js−in
i=1
∑ Rs−i
n
i=1

 (5.1) 
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The WEAP-SA-D method (default WEAP) is included in this study for comparison. In this method, 
the static pile resistance is input using the SA procedure in bearing graph analysis. WEAP generated Js  
ranging between 0.06 and 0.2 s/ft with a mean of 0.43 s/m, Qs=0.1 inch, Qt =0.1 inch, and Jt=0.15 s/ft, 
as recommended in Pile Dynamics Inc. (2010), are used in the bearing graph analysis for the RU 
prediction. The program generated quake values in the WEAP-SA-D method that are identical to the 
other two methods.  
 
5.5  Back-calculated Shale Damping Factors    

The back-calculated damping factors of 32 test piles using WEAP-SA-R and WEAP-UW-R are 
summarized in Table 5.1. The back-calculated damping factors range from 0.009 to 0.297 s/ft for 
WEAP-SA-R and 0.02 to 0.266 s/ft for WEAP-UW-R. Figure 5.3 compares the back-calculated 
damping factors with the percent shaft resistance, qu of shale, total pile resistance from CAPWAP, and 
LEMB. Since Rst does not affect the bearing graph and all other inputs are identical in both methods, 
different back-calculated damping factors are attributed to the different percent shaft resistances 
obtained from both methods. A wide variation in back-calculated damping factors is observed in each 
comparison, and a prediction equation for the damping factors cannot be established because they 
depend on a combination of pile sizes, overburden soil types, and driving conditions. A similar 
conclusion is presented in McVay and Kuo (1999) that no prediction equation could be established to 
quantify the soil dynamic parameters due to a large variation in dynamic soil values involving SPT N-
value, pile size, and transfer energy of the driving system. Table 5.2 shows that the mean back-
calculated damping factors of rock-based shales decreased from highly to slightly weathered 
conditions. SW shales exhibited lower mean back-calculated damping than that of SS, MW, and HW 
shales in both methods. Furthermore, SS and HW shales showed almost the same mean damping 
factors. Higher damping factors of SS and HW shales indicated a relatively softer material and higher 
dynamic resistance than the MW and SW shales. Hence, the mobilized shear strain in the pile-shale 
interface will be higher for SS and HW shales than for MW and SW shales if the blow count is 
similar.    
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Figure 5.3  Comparison of back-calculated damping factor and (a) percent shaft resistance, 

(b) unconfined compressive strength of shale, (c) total pile resistance from CAPWAP, 
(d) pile embedment length 

5.6  Comparison of WEAP Analysis Methods    

The mean damping factors (Table 5.2) are recommended in the respective WEAP-SA-R and WEAP-
UW-R to determine the RU values of steel H-piles based on the field measured hammer blow count at 
the EOD (Table 5.3). Including the 32 test pile data from Kansas used in the back-calculation (Table 
5.1), along with an additional eight test pile data from Kansas, two from Wyoming, and four from 
Iowa are added to yield a total of 46 test pile data to compare the performance of the WEAP methods 
in this study. A total of 44 RU values determined from each WEAP method are compared with pile 
resistances from CAPWAP conducted in three states.  In addition, RU values of two test piles, IDs 45 
and 46, are also compared with the measured pile resistances from static load tests (SLTs). Test pile 
ID 45 is located at the north abutment of the US63 replacement bridge over a drainage ditch in 
Wapello County, Iowa, with a SW shale layer at the pile tip. Test pile ID 46 is at the east abutment of 
the IA92 bridge replacement in Adair County, Iowa, with an MW shale layer at the pile tip.  
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Figure 5.4a compares the pile resistances determined from WEAP-SA-R with pile resistances from 
CAPWAP and SLT. Data points above the one-to-one bias line indicate overprediction, and data 
points below the one-to-one bias line indicate underprediction. The predicted pile resistances match 
closely with those from CAPWAP as suggested by a relatively low scatter of points along this line. 
Considering all 46 test piles, WEAP-SA-R overpredicted RU, on average, by about 4.2% (i.e., mean 
bias of x̄=0.96) and yields a relatively low coefficient of variation (COV) of 0.21. WEAP-UW-R 
underpredicted the RU, on average, by about 2.9% with the lowest COV of 0.2. However, WEAP-SA-
D underpredicted the RU, on average, by about 14.5% with the highest COV of 0.23. Comparing the 
pile resistances from SLT, WEAP-SA-R and WEAP-UW-R underpredicted RU, on average, by about 
5.7% and 3.8%, respectively, while WEAP-SA-D highly underpredicted RU by about 25.4%. 
Comparisons based on CAPWAP and SLT confirmed that WEAP-UW-R provided the most accurate 
pile resistance prediction with x̄ closest to unity. This is attributed to the application of the proposed 
static Equations (1) through (6) in WEAP-UW-R to yield a more accurate prediction of percent shaft 
resistance. The difference in the pile resistance predictions by WEAP-SA-R and WEAP-UW-R is 
attributed to the use of mean damping factors of 0.081 to 0.139 s/ft for WEAP-SA-R and 0.083 to 
0.115 s/ft for WEAP-UW-R (Table 5.2) and the different percent shaft resistance.  
The CAPWAP results at the beginning of restrike of 31 test piles conducted in Kansas are used to 
investigate the performance of three WEAP methods in predicting pile resistances in shales. The 31 
test piles comprised 49 BOR test results obtained at various elapsed times ranging from 0.25 to 16 
hours after the EOD. Using the field observed blow counts and stroke heights at the BOR, these piles 
are modeled in the three WEAP methods, and the predicted RU values are compared with those of 
CAPWAP in Figure 5.5. Figures 5.5a and 5.5b indicate that the WEAP-SA-R and WEAP-UW-R with 
the mean bias of 0.95 overpredicted the pile resistance by 5.3%. However, WEAP-SA-D with the 
mean bias of 1.08 underpredicted the RU by about 7.4% (Figure 5.5c). The lower COV values of 0.13 
and 0.14 confirmed the reliability and applicability of WEAP-SA-R and WEAP-UW-R in predicting 
the pile resistance at BOR.  
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Figure 5.4  Comparing pile resistances from CAPWAP and SLT with predicted pile resistances from 

(a) WEAP-SA-R, (b) WEAP-UW-R, (c) WEAP-SA-D 
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Figure 5.5  Comparing pile resistances at BOR from CAPWAP with predicted pile resistances from 
(a) WEAP-SA-R, (b) WEAP-UW-R, (c) WEAP-SA-D 

5.7  Economic Impact Study of the Proposed and Default WEAP 
Methods     

An economic impact study is conducted to compare the performance of the three WEAP methods in 
terms of measurable quantities (number of piles and steel weights) for cost estimation with respect to 
the outcomes from the pile load test during bridge construction. The economic impact study is 
conducted following the steps by Adhikari et al. (2020b): 

• First, total load demand at each pier or abutment location is determined by multiplying the 
factored load per pile (γQ) with the number of piles per pier or abutment.  

• Second, using the reported LEMB of each test pile, factored resistances (φR) per pile are 
determined for WEAP-SA-R, WEAP-UW-R, and WEAP-SA-D by multiplying the predicted 
R with the recommended LRFD resistance factors 0.62, 0.68, and 0.73, respectively, based on 
FOSM described in Chapter 6 (Table 6.5). Similarly, φR are determined for CAPWAP and 
SLT using the AASHTO (2020) recommended φ values 0.65 and 0.8, respectively.  

• Third, the required number of piles to satisfy the LRFD strength limit state (γQ ≤ φR) is 
determined by dividing the load demand from step 1 with the φR from step 2 for each WEAP 
method and pile load test method.  

• Fourth, the difference in the number of piles is calculated by subtracting the number of piles 
for each WEAP method from the number of piles based on the pile load test (Table 5.4). A 
negative difference indicates the underprediction of pile resistance by WEAP resulting in a 
higher number of piles than that based on the pile load test.  

• Finally, the difference in number of piles is converted to an equivalent weight of steel, which 
is then normalized by the respective structural load demand (Table 5.4). 
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The normalized steel weight per load illustrates the performance of WEAP in predicting the required 
number of piles during construction. The WEAP-SA-R, WEAP-UW-R, and WEAP-SA-D with 
positive differences underpredicted the number of piles in 24, 28, and 20 cases, respectively, leading 
to fewer piles allocated in the design phase for bidding. In these cases, the LRFD strength limit state 
will not be attained with the allocated number of piles if CAPWAP would have been used as a 
construction control method. Consequently, additional pile penetration or number of piles will be 
required during construction, resulting in cost overrun. For example, an additional 1,495.2 kg (i.e., 0.2 
lb/kips×7476 kips) and 6,578.6 lbs of steel will be required for the pier 2 structure (pile ID 14) using 
WEAP-SA-R and WEAP-UW-R, respectively, while the highest excess steel quantities of 29,305.9 kg 
will be realized during construction using WEAP-SA-D.  
 
Excluding the outliers outside the average difference plus two standard deviations (Pile ID 1, 29, and 
33), the average differences in steel weight per load of -0.31 lb/kips, -0.13 lb/kips, and -0.54 lb/kips 
for WEAP-SA-R, WEAP-UW-R, and WEAP-SA-D, respectively, are calculated (Table 5.4). The 
economic study revealed that all three methods, on average, overpredicted the number of piles and 
result in excess steel weights delivered during the construction stage. For an average load demand of 
20,00 kips per vertical structure, WEAP-SA-R, WEAP-UW-R, and WEAP-SA-D resulted in excess 
steel weights of 620 lbs, 260 lbs, and 1080 lbs, respectively. Using HP12×63 pile and load demand of 
20,00 kips as an example for comparison, WEAP-SA-R, WEAP-UW-R, and WEAP-SA-D will result 
in excess pile lengths of 9.84 ft, 13 ft, and 17.14 ft, respectively. The lowest excess steel weight per 
unit load or pile length using WEAP-UW-R is attributed to the more accurate static analysis, 
Equations (1) through (6), to predict qs and qp of shales and the application of back-calculated 
damping factors for shales in the bearing graph analysis. In contrast, despite having the highest 
calibrated resistance factors (Table 6.5), the default WEAP-SA-D yielded the highest excess pile 
length and excess steel weight per unit load. The proposed WEAP-UW-R yielded a minimal excess 
steel weight, on average, during construction, which will alleviate construction challenges encountered 
in the current practice, such as higher construction cost and longer duration.  
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Table 5.4  Summary of economic impact study of the proposed and default WEAP methods 

Pile 
ID 

Pile 
location 

γQ per  
structure 

(kips) 

φR (kips) Number of piles Difference in number of piles Difference in steel weight per 
unit load (lb/ kips) 

WEAP-
SA-R 

WEAP-
UW-R 

WEAP-
SA-D CAPWAP WEAP-

SA-R 
WEAP-
UW-R 

WEAP-
SA-D CAPWAP WEAP-

SA-R 
WEAP-
UW-R 

WEAP-
SA-D 

WEAP-
SA-R 

WEAP-
UW-R 

WEAP-
SA-D 

1 A-1 1680 302 334 361 210 5.56 5.03 4.65 8.01 2.45 2.98 3.36 7.45 9.02 10.20 
2 P-2-SB 1824 123 129 137 124 14.86 14.19 13.3 14.75 -0.1 0.56 1.46 -0.20 1.08 2.65 
3 P-3 7104 198 202 201 186 35.92 35.18 35.43 38.24 2.32 3.07 2.81 1.27 1.67 1.57 
4 P-6A 4032 202 204 203 202 19.95 19.76 19.85 19.93 -0.02 0.16 0.08 0.00 0.20 0.10 
5 A-2 1854 249 256 264 211 7.44 7.25 7.02 8.78 1.34 1.53 1.76 3.33 3.82 4.41 
6 A-1 1782 176 193 218 185 10.12 9.23 8.18 9.62 -0.5 0.4 1.44 -0.98 0.78 2.84 
7 P-3 8200 202 180 174 222 40.69 45.5 47.26 36.85 -3.84 -8.65 -10.4 -1.27 -2.94 -3.53 
8 P-4A 7182 237 252 253 222 30.32 28.47 28.43 32.36 2.04 3.9 3.93 1.18 2.35 2.35 
9 A-1-NB 912 178 190 214 162 5.13 4.81 4.26 5.63 0.51 0.83 1.37 2.45 4.02 6.67 
10 P-1 8064 203 205 228 182 39.78 39.27 35.38 44.4 4.63 5.14 9.02 2.26 2.45 4.31 
11 P-6 5544 229 231 212 267 24.17 24.05 26.1 20.75 -3.42 -3.3 -5.35 -2.65 -2.55 -4.12 
12 P-1-NB 1824 175 179 193 182 10.4 10.2 9.46 10.02 -0.38 -0.18 0.56 -0.69 -0.39 1.08 
13 P-6B 5976 350 366 376 353 17.09 16.34 15.88 16.91 -0.18 0.57 1.03 -0.20 0.49 0.88 
14 P-2 7476 327 297 236 321 22.88 25.16 31.73 23.25 0.37 -1.9 -8.47 0.20 -0.88 -3.92 
15 P-2 6840 225 220 209 175 30.39 31.05 32.8 38.99 8.6 7.94 6.19 4.71 4.31 3.33 
16 P-9 5980 227 220 212 273 26.35 27.23 28.19 21.88 -4.47 -5.35 -6.31 -2.75 -3.33 -3.92 
17 P-5 7640 247 216 216 214 30.96 35.33 35.42 35.65 4.69 0.32 0.23 2.06 0.10 0.10 
18 P-7 7080 205 196 178 207 34.6 36.15 39.68 34.25 -0.35 -1.9 -5.43 -0.20 -0.88 -2.55 
19 P-1 7400 218 221 225 216 34 33.48 32.86 34.24 0.24 0.76 1.38 0.10 0.20 0.39 
20 P-3 7600 230 221 216 219 33.04 34.39 35.26 34.67 1.63 0.29 -0.58 0.98 0.20 -0.39 
21 P-10 4896 283 265 252 220 17.32 18.51 19.4 22.3 4.98 3.79 2.9 3.04 2.26 1.77 
22 P-11 4824 240 223 189 212 20.11 21.63 25.48 22.79 2.68 1.16 -2.7 2.06 0.88 -2.06 
23 P-6 7760 323 292 279 291 24.02 26.6 27.83 26.71 2.68 0.11 -1.12 0.88 0.00 -0.39 
24 P-4 5820 282 270 251 254 20.63 21.56 23.2 22.92 2.29 1.36 -0.29 1.27 0.78 -0.20 
25 P-4 5980 252 241 191 227 23.7 24.84 31.35 26.38 2.68 1.53 -4.97 1.47 0.88 -2.75 
26 P-8 7820 331 305 269 333 23.62 25.67 29.09 23.47 -0.15 -2.2 -5.63 -0.10 -1.27 -3.24 
27 P-5 7900 247 229 220 226 31.93 34.47 35.94 34.95 3.02 0.48 -0.99 1.57 0.29 -0.49 
28 P-2 6480 281 267 286 230 23.02 24.31 22.63 28.11 5.09 3.8 5.49 3.43 2.55 3.63 
29 P-2 3480 219 233 235 145 15.9 14.96 14.79 23.95 8.05 8.98 9.16 10.49 11.67 11.96 
30 A-1 2445 148 157 173 159 16.5 15.56 14.11 15.35 -1.15 -0.21 1.24 -1.57 -0.29 1.67 
31 P-1 4400 290 311 264 291 15.16 14.16 16.67 15.1 -0.07 0.94 -1.58 -0.10 0.59 -1.08 
32 A-1 1872 261 286 249 268 7.17 6.54 7.51 6.98 -0.2 0.44 -0.54 -0.39 0.88 -1.18 
33 P-1 3632 280 296 333 202 12.96 12.25 10.9 18 5.04 5.75 7.1 9.51 10.89 13.44 
34 P-3 1809 230 268 237 309 7.87 6.75 7.63 5.86 -2.01 -0.9 -1.78 -3.53 -1.57 -3.14 
35 A-2 764 157 178 172 214 4.85 4.29 4.44 3.57 -1.28 -0.72 -0.87 -4.12 -2.26 -2.75 
36 P-1 1765 221 257 233 314 8 6.87 7.57 5.62 -2.38 -1.25 -1.94 -4.22 -2.26 -3.43 
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37 P-2 6048 211 232 236 268 28.61 26.08 25.62 22.56 -6.05 -3.53 -3.06 -5.00 -2.94 -2.55 
38 A-1-SB 684 166 180 214 218 4.12 3.81 3.19 3.14 -0.98 -0.67 -0.05 -6.28 -4.31 -0.39 
39 P-8 8380 172 165 145 242 48.62 50.92 57.98 34.64 -13.98 -16.29 -23.34 -7.55 -8.73 -12.55 
40 A-1 1330 133 147 153 221 10.02 9.06 8.7 6.01 -4.01 -3.05 -2.7 -4.12 -3.14 -2.75 
41 B-2 1240 354 332 350 219 3.5 3.74 3.55 5.66 2.16 1.92 2.11 3.43 3.04 3.33 
42 P-1 1033 396 388 290 325 2.61 2.67 3.56 3.18 0.57 0.51 -0.38 0.98 0.88 -0.69 
43 A-4 1428 296 282 243 268 4.83 5.07 5.88 5.32 0.49 0.25 -0.56 0.39 0.20 -0.49 
44 A-5 1428 296 282 243 283 4.83 5.07 5.88 5.04 0.21 -0.03 -0.84 0.20 0.00 -0.69 
45 North A. 1218 302 335 256 494 4.03 3.63 4.77 2.47 -0.84 0.15 -2.44 -2.84 -2.16 -4.12 
46 East A. 2192 224 249 242 245 9.79 8.81 9.07 8.95 -1.57 -1.17 -0.64 -1.96 -0.59 -0.98 

Average (A) 0.30 0.56 0.27 
Standard Deviation (SD) 3.42 3.37 4.22 

A + 2 × SD 7.15 7.31 8.71 
Averagec -0.31 -0.13 -0.54 

UW-Static analysis equations for shales proposed by authors; SA-SPT N-value based input procedure; D-WEAP default damping factors; R-Recommended damping factors; 
A-Abutment; P-Pier; γQ-Factored load for LRFD; ϕR-Factored pile resistance; a-Potential outlier; and c-Statistical parameters calculated by excluding outliers. 
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6. DEVELOPMENT OF LRFD RESISTANCE FACTORS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS  

 
6.1  Introduction 

Uncertainties in pile design and construction are incurred from geomaterial sampling, material property 
estimation, soil disturbance, pile resistance prediction, and field verification. Load and resistance factor 
design (LRFD) is a probability-based design philosophy used to incorporate uncertainties into the design 
(Ching and Phoon 2012). LRFD is also known as a reliability-based design (RBD), and it relies on the use 
of limit states and reliability theory. The reliability theory is used in the determination of factors based on 
the combined probability of load and resistance looking into the probability of structural failure or the 
probability of geotechnical failure. 

6.2  Calibration of LRFD Resistance Factors 

The calibration of LRFD resistance factors is conducted using the First Order Second Moment (FOSM), 
First Order Reliability Model (FORM), and Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS). The resistance factor (φ) is 
determined at the target reliability indices (βT) of 2.33 for a redundant pile group and 3.00 for a non-
redundant pile group (Paikowsky et al. 2004; AASHTO 2020). The calibration of φ values requires the 
statistical summaries: mean and COV along with a best-fit distribution for all random variables involved 
in a limit state function (Allen et al. 2005). The random variables for this study are pile resistance (R), 
dead load (QD), and live load (QL). However, for the dead and live loads, the statistical summaries are 
presented in Table 6.1. The bias for each observation i is assessed using Equation 6.1: 

bias(i) = y(i) 
y�(i)

            (6.1) 

where y(i) is the measured resistance for observation i and y�(i) is the predicted resistance for observation 
I. The normality of the distribution of the resistance biases is assessed using the Shapiro-Wilk (SW) 
(1965) test and the Anderson-Darling (AD) (1952) test. If the responses in a sample come from a 
lognormal distribution, then the logarithm of the responses is assumed to follow a normal distribution. P-
values from both SW and AD normality tests are assessed using a level of significance set at 0.05. If the 
p-value exceeds the level of significance, then there is no evidence against the claim that the responses 
(original or logarithm) follow a normal distribution. 

Table 6.1  Statistical summaries of dead and live loads (Paikowsky et al. 2004) 

Statistical parameters Dead load (QD) Live load (QL) 
Mean bias  λD = 1.05 λL = 1.15 
Load factor γD = 1.25 γL = 1.75 
Coefficient of variation COVD = 0.1 COVL = 0.2 

 
6.2.1  First Order Second Moment (FOSM) 

FOSM method is used in calibrating LRFD factors through a dataset containing the measured and 
predicted resistances. The closed form Equation 6.2 is used to calculate φ in terms of mean biases (λR, λD, 
and λL), dead and live load factors (γD and γL), and COV bias (COVR, COVD, and COVL) values for R, QD, 
and QL (Barker et al. 1991). 
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�1+COVD

2 +COVL
2�

�1+COVR
2 �

�λDQDQL
+λL�exp �βT�ln��1+COVR

2 �+�1+COVD
2 +COVL

2���
      (6.2) 

This equation is dependent on the target reliability index and the ratio of dead to live load. The required 
values of dead load and live load are adopted based on the recommendations by Paikowsky et al. (2004). 
A dead-to-live load ratio of 2 is chosen for the LRFD calibration (Ng and Sritharan 2016; Haque and 
Abu-Farsakh 2018).  The efficiency of each proposed SA method is evaluated by an efficiency factor 
(φ/x̄), which is defined as a ratio of φ to the mean resistance bias (x̄) (McVay et al. 2000). 
 
6.2.2  First Order Reliability Model (FORM) 

The procedure for the calibration of resistance factor (φ) using FORM is outlined as follows: 

• Define the failure equation as the equation used to describe a specific limit state of a system. It is 
typically the difference between the resistance and load random variables. Failure occurs when 
the failure equation is less than or equal to zero. 

• Choose distribution: This will either be normal or lognormal distribution.  
• Choose LRFD factors to analyze: Load factors are typically specified. In FOSM, φ is solved for a 

target reliability index and the ratio of dead to live load. In FORM, the resistance factor is chosen, 
and the corresponding reliability index is solved. Hence, there is a need for multiple resistance 
factors to obtain the target reliability index. 

• Partition of the design space: In analyzing the chosen resistance factor, the design space will be 
partitioned into separate domains. 

• Choose representative points for each domain: Equally distributed points within the domain are 
chosen to define each domain. 

• Calculate the initial design point: Each point within each domain is checked individually, starting 
with the given nominal resistance and dead-to-live ratio. 

• Transform into an equivalent normal distribution: An equivalent normal distribution is 
determined for both the resistance and the load. 

• Transform original random variable to standard normal random variables having a mean of 0 and 
a standard deviation of 1.  

• Rewrite the failure equation in terms of the standard normal random variables. 
• Compute a new trial design point. 
• Calculate the reliability index (β). 

6.2.3  Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) 

The procedure for the calibration of resistance factor (φ) using FORM is outlined as follows: 

• Generate random numbers for each random variable by using the appropriate statistical 
summaries. The number of simulations, N, is dependent on the target probability of failure and 
the coefficient of variation of the results. 

• Evaluate the limit state function with the generated values and assume a trial resistance factor, φ. 
• Record the number of failures (g ≤ 0) Nf. The probability of failure, Pf, and reliability index, βT, 

can then be calculated as in Equations 6.3 and 6.4: 
o Pf = Nf 

N
            

(6.3) 
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o βT = φ−1(1− Pf)          

(6.4) 
• If the calculated reliability index is different from the target reliability index, βT, a new trial 

resistance factor should be assumed. The process is repeated until βT is achieved. 

6.3  Resistance and Efficiency Factors for Fine-Grained Soil-based IGM 

The fine-grained IGMs (FG-IGMs) are divided based on their grain size and plasticity into silt-IGMs 
(ML-IGM) and clay-IGMs (CL-IGM and CH-IGM). Static analysis (SA) methods are discussed in the 
previous chapter for the prediction of unit shaft resistance (qs) for piles driven into ML-IGM, CL-IGM, 
and CH-IGM are given by Equations 3.7, 3.8, and 3.8, respectively. The prediction of unit end bearing 
resistance (qb) for piles driven into FG-IGM is given by Equation 3.10.      

The normality test results of the proposed SA methods are presented in Table 6.4. SA methods with P-
values greater than 0.05 with smaller or comparable loglikelihood values indicate that the resistance 
biases are a better fit with a lognormal distribution. The resistance biases of using Equations (3.7) and 
(3.8) for ML-IGM and CL-IGM, respectively, do not follow a normal distribution at the 0.05 level. The 
resistance and efficiency factors of the proposed SA methods for the qs and qb predictions in FG-IGM for 
target βT of 2.33 and 3.0 are calculated using both training and testing datasets and summarized in Table 
6.3. Resistance and efficiency factors (φ) determined from the more rigorous FORM and MCS methods 
are higher than that from FOSM. The φ values for the qs prediction based on the MCS and βT of 2.33 are 
0.43 for CL-IGM, 0.44 for ML-IGM, and 0.80 for CH-IGM. The relatively high value of φ of 0.80 is 
attributed to the mean bias of 1.13, which is greater than one and a relatively small COV of 0.24. This 
indicates that Equation 3.9 provides a consistent qs underprediction of piles in CH-IGM, which results in 
a relatively high φ value to compensate for the underprediction, matching the qs values from CAPWAP 
and achieving the same target βT. Similarly, the calibration yields a φ value of 0.57 for the qb prediction in 
FG-IGM. Compared with the calibrated φ values for βT=2.33, all φ values for βT=3.00 reduce, on average, 
by about 24%, which is comparable to the 20% reduction recommended in AASHTO (2020). The average 
efficiency factors based on the MCS method are 0.53 and 0.40 for βT values of 2.33 and 3.00, 
respectively. They are higher than the average efficiency factors of 0.45 and 0.33 calculated for the α-
method for soil and both steel H- and pipe piles (Paikowsky et al. 2004). The proposed SA methods are 
compared against existing α-methods. A total of 176 FG-IGM layers are included in the assessment of qs 
prediction using the α-method. Table 6.2 shows that the resistance biases of the α-method follow a 
lognormal distribution. The mean resistance bias of 1.26, and a relatively high COV of 0.66, suggesting 
that the α-method generally underpredicts qs by about 21%, and any qs prediction will possess a relatively 
high uncertainty. The mean resistance bias of 1.99 indicates that the α-method significantly underpredicts 
the qb, on average, by about 50%. The mean resistance biases closer to unity, lower COV values, and 
higher efficiency factors conclude that the proposed SA methods provide a more accurate and consistent 
prediction of qs and qs of steel H- and pipe piles in FG-IGM than the α-method.  
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Table 6.2  Summary of normality results of the proposed static analysis methods and existing α-method for the estimation of unit shaft resistance 
and unit end bearing in the fine-grained soil-based IGM 

For unit shaft resistance biases 
Steel pile 

type 
SA 

method Geo-material Sample 
size 

P-value for normality test P-value for lognormality test Loglikelihood 
SW test AD test SW test AD test Normal Lognormal 

H & pipe pile Equation 
(3.7) ML-IGM 41 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.05 -29.82 -22.19 

H & Pipe pile Equation 
(3.8) CL-IGM 92 0.00 0.01 0.18 0.08 -38.26 -31.66 

H & pipe pile Equation 
(3.9) CH-IGM 43 0.41 0.12 0.26 0.11 -9.97 -10.7 

H & Pipe pile α-method FG-IGM 176 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.65 -218.59 -178.15 
For unit end bearing resistance biases 

H & pipe pile Equation 
(3.10) FG-IGM 27 0.66 0.70 0.10 0.14 -12.11 -13.88 

H & pipe pile α-method FG-IGM 27 0.24 0.22 0.07 0.05 -34.38 -35.01 
SW=Shapiro-Wilk normality test; AD=Anderson-Darling normality test. 
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Table 6.3  LRFD resistance factors and efficiency factors of the proposed static analysis methods and existing α-method for the estimation of unit 
shaft resistance and unit end bearing in fine-grained soil-based IGM  

SA Method IGM 
Sample 

size 
(𝑛𝑛) 

Mean 
bias 
(x̄) 

COV 
bias 

(COV) 

FOSM FORM MCS 
βT=2.33 βT=3.0 βT=2.33 βT=3.0 βT=2.33 βT=3.0 

φ φ/x̄ φ φ/x̄ φ φ/x̄ φ φ/x̄ φ φ/x̄ φ φ/x̄ 
Unit shaft resistance 

Equation 
(3.7) ML-IGM 41 1.07 0.47 0.41 0.38 0.29 0.27 0.44 0.41 0.32 0.30 0.44 0.41 0.31 0.29 

Equation 
(3.8) CL-IGM 92 0.91 0.41 0.40 0.44 0.29 0.32 0.43 0.47 0.33 0.36 0.43 0.47 0.32 0.35 

Equation 
(3.9) CH-IGM 43 1.13 0.24 0.69 0.61 0.56 0.50 0.80 0.71 0.66 0.58 0.80 0.71 0.66 0.58 

α-method FG-IGM 176 1.26 0.66 0.31 0.24 0.21 0.16 0.34 0.27 0.22 0.17 0.34 0.27 0.21 0.17 
Unit end bearing 

Equation 
(3.10) FG-IGM 27 1.07 0.36 0.52 0.49 0.40 0.37 0.57 0.53 0.44 0.41 0.57 0.53 0.43 0.40 

α-method FG-IGM 27 1.99 0.44 0.80 0.40 0.58 0.29 0.88 0.44 0.64 0.32 0.88 0.44 0.63 0.31 
COV=Coefficient of variation; φ=Resistance factor; φ/x̄=Efficiency factor; βT=Target reliability index; FOSM=First order second moment; FORM=First order 
reliability method; MCS=Monte Carlo simulation.
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6.4  Resistance and Efficiency Factors for Shale 

Shales are classified into soil-based (SS) and rock-based depending on their weathering conditions, 
mechanical properties, and measured pile resistances. Using those descriptions, the rock-based shale is 
further classified into three different subgroups: soft & highly weathered shale (HW), moderately hard & 
moderately weathered to weathered shale (MW), and hard, fresh & slightly weathered shale (SW). New 
SA methods are proposed in the previous chapter to predict unit shaft resistance (qs) and unit end bearing 
(qb) of piles in shales. The prediction of unit shaft resistance (qs) for piles driven into SS, HW, MW, and 
SW are given by Equations 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7, respectively. The prediction of unit end bearing 
resistance (qb) for piles driven into SS-HW and MW-SW are given by Equations 4.8 and 4.9. 

The SW and AD normality tests are conducted to determine an appropriate distribution for modeling 
resistance biases defined as a ratio of measured pile resistance to predicted pile resistance (Equation 6.1). 
Table 6.4 shows that neither normal nor lognormal distribution is rejected except qs for SS shale at which 
only the lognormal is not rejected, and the comparable loglikelihood values led to the selection of the 
lognormal distribution following the typical LRFD calibration procedure.  

The mean (x̄) and COV of resistance bias for each proposed SA equation are calculated and summarized 
in Table 6.5. Resistance factors and efficiency factors (φ/x̄) are determined for a target reliability index 
(βT), described as the safety associated with a particular probability of failure (pf). A βT value of 2.33 (pf 
=1%) for a redundant pile group and βT value of 3.0 (pf =0.1%) for a nonredundant pile group are adopted 
(Paikowsky et al. 2004). Table 6.5 generally shows that the x̄ values ranging from 0.97 to 1.06 are close 
to unity, and the COV values from 0.23 to 0.38 are relatively low. In particular, Equation 4.6 for the 
prediction of qs in MW shales has the best x̄ of 1.02 and the smallest COV of 0.23, which yield the 
highest φ and φ/x̄ for all three reliability methods and indexes. Furthermore, Table 6.5 shows that the φ 
predicted by FOSM is, on average, 10% and 13% lower than that by the FORM and MCS methods for 
βT=2.33 and βT=3.00, respectively. The FORM and MCS methods yield almost identical φ values to the 
nearest 0.05 for both reliability indexes. The φ values for βT=3.00 are, on average, 23%, 19%, and 21% 
lower than that for βT=2.33 based on FOSM, FORM, and MCS, respectively. These differences agree 
with the 20% reduction in φ values for βT=3.00 recommended in AASHTO (2020). The φ values based on 
the MCS and βT=2.33 vary from 0.45 to 0.74, which are higher than the 0.35 for α-method and 0.45 for 
the Canadian Geotechnical Society method (AASHTO 2020). The average φ/x̄ values based on MCS are 
0.6 and 0.47 for βT values of 2.33 and 3.00, respectively. The average φ/x̄ of the SA methods for qs is 
slightly higher than that for qb. The φ/x̄ values of our proposed SA methods are higher than the average 
φ/x̄ of 0.45 and 0.33 calculated for the α-method for soils and both steel H-piles and pipe piles, 
respectively (Paikowsky et al. 2004).
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Table 6.4  Summary of normality tests for the proposed static analysis methods for the estimation of unit shaft resistance and unit end bearing in 
shales 

For unit shaft resistance biases 

Steel pile type SA 
method 

Geo-
material 

Sample 
size 

P-value for normality test P-value for lognormality test Loglikelihood 
SW test AD test SW test AD test Normal Lognormal 

H-pile & 123
4�  shell Equation 

(4.4) SS 27 0.02 0.05 0.18 0.08 NA -7 

H-pile & 123
4�  shell Equation 

(4.5) HW 23 0.36 0.48 0.38 0.58 -9.1 -8.4 

H-pile & 123
4�  shell Equation 

(4.6) MW 31 0.16 0.23 0.55 0.37 11.1 11.9 

H-pile & 123
4�  shell Equation 

(4.7) SW 35 0.19 0.32 0.21 0.37 27.1 27.9 

For unit end bearing resistance biases 
H-pile & 123

4�  shell Equation 
(4.8) SS-HW 28 0.15 0.23 0.24 0.43 -6.82 -6.8 

H-pile & 123
4�  shell Equation 

(4.9) MW-SW 36 0.16 0.1 0.38 0.23 1.8 4.3 

N–Sample size; SS–IGM soil-based shale; HW–Soft & highly weathered shale; MW–Moderately hard & weathered shale; SW–Hard & slightly weathered shale; SS-HW–Soil 
based, soft & highly weathered shale; MW-SW–Moderately hard to hard & weathered to slightly weathered shale; SW–Shapiro-Wilk normality test; AD–Anderson-Darling 
normality test; and NA-Not applicable. 
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Table 6.5  LRFD resistance factors and efficiency factors of the proposed static analysis methods for the estimation of unit shaft resistance and 
unit end bearing in shales 

SA Method IGM 
Sample 

size 
(𝑛𝑛) 

Mean 
bias 
(x̄) 

COV 
bias 

(COV) 

FOSM FORM MCS 
βT=2.33 βT=3.0 βT=2.33 βT=3.0 βT=2.33 βT=3.0 

φ φ/x̄ φ φ/x̄ φ φ/x̄ φ φ/x̄ φ φ/x̄ φ φ/x̄ 
Unit shaft resistance 

Equation 
(4.4) SS 27 1.01 0.33 0.51 0.51 0.39 0.39 0.57 0.57 0.45 0.45 0.57 0.57 0.44 0.44 

Equation 
(4.5) HW 23 0.97 0.38 0.45 0.46 0.34 0.35 0.49 0.51 0.38 0.39 0.49 0.51 0.37 0.38 

Equation 
(4.6) MW 31 1.02 0.23 0.64 0.63 0.50 0.49 0.73 0.72 0.62 0.61 0.74 0.73 0.61 0.60 

Equation 
(4.7) SW 34 1.06 0.32 0.56 0.53 0.43 0.41 0.62 0.58 0.50 0.47 0.62 0.58 0.49 0.46 

Unit end bearing 
Equation 

(4.8) SS-HW 28 0.98 0.32 0.52 0.53 0.4 0.41 0.57 0.58 0.46 0.47 0.57 0.58 0.45 0.46 

Equation 
(4.9) MW-SW 36 1.02 0.29 0.57 0.56 0.45 0.44 0.64 0.63 0.52 0.51 0.64 0.63 0.51 0.50 
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7. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
7.1  Summary 

The report presents the details on the development of LRFD recommendations for piles driven into 
IGMs, specifically for fine-grained IGM (FG-IGM) and shale. A classification method is first 
proposed for IGMs. Thereafter, static analysis (SA) methods for predicting pile resistances in the 
IGMs are developed. In addition, the changes in shaft resistance (qs) and end bearing (qb) as a function 
of time and undrained shear strength (su) are investigated for FG-IGM and different weathered shales 
in terms of setup A factors. The report also considered the effect of weathering on the driven pile 
resistance predictions and the investigation of time-dependent pile responses in shales. The accuracy 
of the dynamic analysis method for pile resistance measurement in IGM is validated and improved. An 
economic impact study is conducted to compare the performance of the dynamic analysis method in 
terms of the number of piles, pile lengths, and steel weights. LRFD resistance factors for piles in IGMs 
are developed. Finally, changes and improvements to current pile design and construction practices are 
recommended. 

7.2  Conclusions 

The following conclusions are drawn from this study: 
• A classification method is proposed to differentiate fine-grain soil and FG-IGM. Fine-grained, 

soil-based geomaterials with su ≥ 2.7 ksf are classified as FG-IGM so that the uncertainties 
associated with the design methods and characterization of IGM can be addressed during pile 
design. To further improve the prediction accuracy of qs in FG-IGM, FG-IGM is categorized 
into silt-based IGM and clay-based IGM based on grain size. Both silt-based IGM and clay-
based IGM are further categorized based on plasticity.  

• Shales are classified into soil-based shale and rock-based shale based on the field description. 
The soil-based (SS) shale includes soft to hard clayey shale and silty shale. Depending on the 
weathering conditions and engineering properties, rock-based shales are further classified into 
soft & highly weathered shale (HW), moderately hard & weathered shale (MW), and hard & 
slightly weathered shale (SW).  

• The comparisons of qs and su for all FG-IGM types show that qs increase with the increase in 
su, and the increase in qs reduces when the su is greater than about 10 ksf, especially in the 
clay-based IGM. 

• The stress-strain behaviors of SS, HW, MW, and SW shales under uniaxial compression 
indicate unique characteristics in the post-failure region. In the post-failure region, these SS-
HW shale groups behave either perfectly elastic-plastic for small strain or more ductile failure 
with an M/E ratio of less than one. However, the M/E ratios for all MW-SW shales are more 
than one, which indicates these shales exhibit more brittle failures than the SS-HW shales. 

• The qs of driven piles increase rapidly with qu and level off at a critical qu due to slippage 
along the pile-shale interface and plastic behavior of shale. The qs of rock-based shales 
decrease with the increase in weathering conditions. SA methods are proposed for predicting 
qs with 0.19 ksf ≤ qs ≤ 3.78 ksf and 2.18 ksf ≤ qu ≤ 126 ksf for shales with no interbedded rock 
layers. For predicting qb SS-HW is applicable for 39 ksf ≤ qb ≤ 182 ksf and 3.23 ksf ≤ qu ≤ 52 
ksf, and MW-SW is applicable for 35 ksf ≤ qb ≤ 384 ksf and 3.23 ksf ≤ qu ≤ 124 ksf. 

• The SS shale exhibits setup while the rock-based shales exhibit both setup and relaxation in qs. 
The average setup A factor of 0.76 is determined for steel H-piles in SS shales. Piles in HW 
shale exhibit a higher setup in qs with an average A factor of 0.36 and a lower setup factor of 
0.22 in MW. Piles in SW exhibit the relaxation in qs with an average A factor of -0.004. Piles 
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in the SS and HW shale exhibit setup in qb with average A factors of 0.53 and 0.48, 
respectively. Piles in the MW and SW shales exhibit both setup and relaxation in qb. The MW 
shale exhibits an average setup factor of 0.11, and the SW shale exhibits an average relaxation 
factor of -0.07.  

• The validation of the proposed SA methods using an independent pile dataset confirms the 
performance of the proposed SA methods in the prediction of qs and qb.  

• The proposed SA methods with mean biases closer to unity, smaller COV of resistance biases, 
and higher efficiency factors provide a more accurate and consistent estimation of qs and qb of 
piles in IGMs than the existing α-method. 

• For each proposed WEAP method, a back-analysis procedure is adopted to determine damping 
factors for H-piles driven into soil-based shales and rock-based shales for three weathering 
conditions. The back-calculated damping factors ranged from 0.009 to 0.297 s/ft for WEAP-
SA-R and 0.02 to 0.266 s/ft for WEAP-UW-R. SS and HW shales exhibit higher mean 
damping factors, and the mean damping factors decrease with a decrease in weathering 
conditions (i.e., from HW to SW shales).  

• At the EOD condition using the SA input procedure and back-calculated damping factors, 
WEAP-SA-R overpredicts the RU, on average, by about 4.2%. WEAP-UW-R underpredicts 
the RU, on average, by about 2.9% and has the lowest COV. However, the WEAP-SA-D 
underpredicts the RU, on average, by about 14.5% with the highest COV. At the BOR 
condition, the WEAP-SA-R and WEAP-UW-R overpredict the pile resistance, on average, by 
5.3%. However, the WEAP-SA-D underpredicts the pile resistance, on average, by 7.4%. The 
best RU prediction from WEAP-UW-R is attributed to the more accurate static analysis to 
predict qs and qp of shales and the application of back-calculated damping factors for shales. 

• The economic impact study reveals that the three WEAP methods, on average, overpredict the 
number of piles and result in excess steel weights during the construction stage. The average 
excess steel weight per unit load are -0.31 lb/kips, -0.13 lb/kips, and -0.54 lb/kips for WEAP-
SA-R, WEAP-UW-R, and WEAP-SA-D, respectively. WEAP-UW-R provides the best 
construction control method that yields the lowest excess steel weight and the smallest 
difference in the number of piles.  

• LRFD resistance factors of the proposed static analysis methods for the prediction of unit shaft 
resistance and unit end bearing in FG-IGM ranged between 0.34 – 0.88 at a target reliability 
index of 2.33 and between 0.21 – 0.66 at a target reliability index of 3.00. For shales, the 
resistance factors for the estimation of both unit shaft resistance and unit end bearing range are 
between 0.49 – 0.74 at a target reliability index of 2.33 and between 0.37 – 0.61 at a target 
reliability index of 3.00.  

7.3  Recommendations  

• While pile setup can be considered in the prediction of qs, it is recommended that pile setup be 
neglected in the prediction of qb.  

• The pile construction control method should be included to determine any pile relaxation in 
FG-IGM and to evaluate the time-dependent qs response in rock-based shales.  

• WEAP methods and the respective LRFD resistance factors can be considered as the 
construction control method. 

• Pile restrike should be performed to close any potential gap below a pile tip.  
• Due to the variability of the natural shale materials and time-dependent responses, the 

calculated average A factors for qs and qb are for comparison purposes but are not 
recommended for design implementation. 
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